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Conference at Enticed by Woman to Apart- - Nineteen Hundred of Zela- - Part of Santa Clara College State of Colorado is Running
National Committeeman So- Important
ment and Then Blown
in California Burns
White House Today With
lomon Luna Home From
ya's Men Surrender
Way Behind in Its Exat Rama
President Taf t
to Pieces
Down
National Capital
penses
no

opposition" to

bill

WILL

tllSt

SENSATION

BRITISH

MAGISTRATE

600

KILLED

KILLED

AND

WOUNDED

THREE

DEATHS

IN

NEW

YORK LARGE

DEFICIT

PREDICTED

No Attempt to Dictate Appoint- Interior Department, Land Of- Attempts Made Upon the Life Bloody Encounter Proves to Be Valuable Reference Libraries Legislature Appropriated $3,- Decisive Battle of the
fice and Forest Service
of High British Officials in
ments or Policy for
and Relic Collection
500,000. Income Only

Party.

Included.

Albut jerque, X. M. Dec. 22.
Solomon
Committeeman
National
Luna returned to Albuquerque yesterday on the California Limited from
Washington, where he has been for
several days on New Mexico political
matters, and particularly In connection with the appointment of the
United States marshal. Mr. Luna
went as the advocate of the claims of
for
T. S. Ilubbell of Albuquerque,
whose appointment a strong fight was

Dee.
22.Senator
Washington,
Jones of Washington, who yesterday
read in the Senate Secretary Ballin-ger'letter asking for a committee
to investigate the Ballinger-Pincho- t
controversy and Representative Hum
phries of Washington, had a long talk
with President Taft today. As a re
sult of the conference it was said that
on January 4th. Senator Jones and
Representative Humphries would introduce in the Senate and the House
resolutions calling for a joint investigation of the widest possible scope,
the forestry service to be included in
the resolution along with the interior
department and land office.
Taft and Santa Claus.
Washington, Dec. 22. When little
Henry Gordon McMoran, the
grandson of Representative McMoran of Michigan, was introduced to
President Taft, during the congressional calling hour at the White
House, he bluntly told the chief executive that he had begun to doubt the
authenticity of "all this Santa Claus
buisenss." At the suggestion of his
parents he had decided to leave the
matter to President Taft for settlement.
The President was taken aback for
a few minutes, but looking down on
the little fellow and patting him on
the head, said:
"Well, young man, if you write a
letter to Santa Claus and on Christmas morning find he has brought you
all that you asked for, isn't that
enough to show that he not only exists but is a mighty fine little fel-

made.
"I am of course sorry that Mr.
Hubbell was not appointed," said Mr.
Luna yesterday. "While there is no
objection to Mr. Foraker, and while
in view of the sharp contest made for
the position his reappointment may be
looked upon as a satisfactory settlement of the matter, Mr. Hubbell had
received the endorsement of a majority of the leaders of the Republican
organization and we should have liked
to see him appointed. Mr. Foraker,
however, received the backing of the
entire Ohio delegation in Congress, including Senator Dick, and his claims
were so vigorously urged that I saw
soon after reaching Washington that
he woulo probably be appointed.
Friends of E. C. Burke of iSanta Fe
had been making a strong fight for

his appointment, his brother, Congressman Burke, even enlisting the
aid of Secretary Knox hi the cause.
The backing Mr. Foraker received

from Ohio, however, was sufficient to
land him in the position.
Statehood More Than Ever an As- ")
, , sured ..Fact.
"I am more than ever convinced
that we will get a statehood, bill
at this session,"
through Congress
aid Mr. ' Luna. "Such opposition as
there is is fading away and I believe
the Jbill will pass with practically no
-

s

low?"

'

opposition-.,

"''

'''

,,,)
"ft was the President's firm "belief
that we are to be required to vote on
t
six "or
a constitution within
months
that
eight
prompted him to
insist upon the appointment of a lawyer to the governorship and resulted
in the appointment of Chief Justice
the-nex-

,

;

The boy finally admitted that that
certainly wemld be a point in favor of
Santa Claus and he agreed to reserve
his judgment, until Christmas mbrn- -

. .

Postoffice Claims Allowed.

Washington, Dec..'. 22. Postmaster
General Hitchcock has just, submitted a' report to Congress of the action taken upon chums presented by
postmasters during, the past year for
credit' or reimbursement on account
of losses resulting from burglary, fire,
flood and in transit of the mails.
According to the report thirteen
cases have been settled for New Mexico and Arizona postmasters,. These
claims are as follows,; showing cause
of loss, amount and what action was
taken in each case. '
i
Anton Chica, N. M., Sophia San- chez. nost master: loss suffered in
j
t,.ansit; postai funds $14.15; claim al- :.

.v
Mills.
"I have seen editorials in the Morning Journal criticizing what is termed
dictatorial action on my part and
failure to consult members of the organization in the choice of a governor. I went into the matter of the
selection of the new governor when 1
returned to New Mexico a few weeks
ago, immediately after juuge ivinis iowe,i.
had been appointed, and it seems use
Bisbee, Ariz., M. E. Cassidy, postless to repeat what was said at that master; loss by flood; money order
time. I consulted fully with members funds, $2.41; allowed.
of the Republican organization, with
Clyde, N. M., G. E. Baca, postChairman Bursum and Governor Cur master; burglary; stamps $72.26; dis- ry before going to Washington, and 'allowed
after I arrived there events moved too , Folsom, N. M., Jose M. Martinez,
rapidly to allow of any consultation. Postmaster; fire; postal funds $8.38;
I did everything that my party asso-- ! stamps, $73.50; money order funds,
dates desired or requested me to do $4.68; allowed.
in connection with the appointment.
Lamy, N. M., John Pflueger, post-O- f
course, I regret the criticism, and master; burglary; money order funds,
allowed.
I believe it is entirely uncalled for. I j$U-90- ;
H. Knight,
am convinced that generally speaking
Nutt, N. M., James
- funds,
J
postmaster;
postalrobbery;
are
with
associates
satisfied,
my party
my action throughout in connection $14.90; allowed
Pastura, N. M., PMp'p Holzmani,
with the governorship. I do not now
$108.68; allowed.
and have never claimed the credit for postmaster; stamps,
'
C.
F.
McCord, postAriz.;
Portal,
alof
the appointment
Judge Mills,
stamps, $75:29i.yallowed.
though that appointment is entirely master; fire;
Rodeo, N. M., Alfred D:' Wallace,
satisfactory to me, as I am assured it
fire; postal funds $54.51;
postmaster;
is to a large majority of the people
order
funds, $70, allowed.
money
of the territory regardless of party afMullinar,
Rodey, N. M., Leonor
filiations."
postmaster; loss in transit; money order funds, $10; disallowed.
;dr. COOK DID NOT
San Marclal, N. M., Dora W. HowCLIMB MT. M'KINLEY.
ard, postmaster; burglary, postal
$7.50; stamps $215.09; allowed.
He Failed to Appear Before Explor- funds,
San Simon, Ariz., G. F. Mills, poster's Club Although Invited
master; loss in transit; money order
to Explain.
$30; dismissed.
New York, Dec. 22. The disappear funds,
WInslow, Ariz., Julia Mahoney, post- ance of Dr. Cook is likely to cost him j master;
burglary; stamps, $31.62;
dearly. The committee of the Ex allowed.
.
plorers' Club, which, for more than
Arizona is Confident.
two months' has been investigating
Washington, Dec. 22. In their dehi? reputed ascent of Mount McKin-ley- , sire
for statehood the people of Arihas completed the examination. zona are a unit, says Governor
Sloan
H. Marshall Saville, chairman, does in his annual
on affairs of the
report
not deny that the re'port will be unterritory submitted to the secretary
favorable, v
of the Interior today. They not only
The doctor promised last October desire it," he ' adds, "but
confidently
'
to appear before the committee. He
expect It from the present congress.
not
did
appear and when Professor This confidence kt based on declaraSaville was asked if the doctor's ac- tions made in recent political cam:

'

1

paigns, the favorable consideration
hitherto given to the efforts of the
territory to obtain admission by the
House of Representatives and the
seemingly growing sentiment in favor
of early admission on the part of the
Senate and particularly upon the

San Jose. Cal.. Dec. 22. Fire early
Denver. Colo., Dec. 22. -- Results of
this morning destroyed the south 'the
extravagance of
wing of Santa Clara college, located the last Democratic
legislature are
three miles from here. The wing con- - now beginning to be felt alwut the
tained three valuable reference libra-- ! state house. While several of the exe-rie- s
and the largest collection of sac- - cutive offices are
at the
red relics on the coast all of which administration bankruntt-irhost that
were destroyed.
The portion of the has been becoming more persistent in
building burned was erected in In'JS. .appearance ever since the legislature
Priceless Relics Saved.
broke appropriation records, it is
San Jose, Dec. 22. Later it was noticeable that the financial
report
discovered that many priceless relics made
by Auditor Roady Kenehan and
had escaped destruction. They in- Treasurer William J.
Gallinger, the
cluded some early mission documents men who
of the money,
have
charge
and statuary.
j
no such optimism, but calls
displays
Three Meet Death in Fire.
for a halt among the merry DemoNew York. Dec. 22. Three
men
cratic spenders, if the administration
met death by suffocation last night in
to be perpetuated next year.
a fire which swept through the cabinet
With only one year of the adniinis-compan- y
fac tory of Edward
B.
Jordan and
trution
in
gone and already a cry for
The blaze
Brooklyn.
started when most of the workers had help going up from the men who hold
left for the day, but more than fifty the .stales money bags, the warning
who remained behind escaped with does not look as if the men at the
when
difficulty. The damage was $125, (Kid. state house were complacent
think
those
of
appropriations
'they
SERVED MRS. BROKAW
that are yet to be paid.
WITH STRONG DRINKS.
Auditor Kenehan handed the finan- ! cial
report to Governor John F. Shaf- Her Addiction to Intoxicants
Will roth yesterday and immediately the
Probably Lose the Separation
'governor and Secretary of State
Suit and Alimony.
j p(.aree sat
and said that the treas- New York, Dec. 22. "What it costs urer and auditor did not know what
to dofend a separation suit in high they were
talking about ;,, that "there
life," is the title of a statement given was plenty of money"" for Western
out at Mineola, L. I., today by counsel Federation of Miners, vote debts and
for W. Gould Brokaw, whose wife is others of that stripe.
suing him for separation with ali- Huge Deficit is Starirq Administra- mony of $60,000 a year. The tabulattion in the Face.'
ed items follow:
The report states that the estimatStenographer's miuutes $3,000.
ed revenues for the year 1909 were
Attendance of witnesses, car fare $1,314,S48; that the collections were
and board, $4,000.
'
and that the deficit on the
Plaintiff's counsel by order of $1,255,931,
estimated revenue Is $58,917.
court, $8,M0.
t The pinch comes because Auditor
For preparation and investigation
Kenehan- - does not believe in drawing
of case, $5,000. .
' ' "' f warrants for money that is not in the
"
Counsel for defendant, $30,000.
j treasury.
He could draw warrants
Total, $50,000.
and
on
write
them, "To draw 4 per
"I will show," added 'John R.'
Brokaw's lawyer, "that Mr. cent interest from date," but this he
Brokaw's income
is iiot $30,000 a will not do. Hence the Home for
year. He has been a generous spend- Neglected Children and the Gunnison
er, a prince of hosts; he has never Normal are whistling in vain for perThis
engaged in any regular business, and mission to start excavations.
would mean that the auditor would
his income has dwindled greatly."
Mr. Brokaw did not take the stand have to draw warrants for them, and
in his own defense today though he he will not because he does not see
MANIAC KILLS WIFE
was prepared for it.
For half an how they can get their money at the
LEOPOLD'S LAST WISH
FATALLY INJURED CHILDREN. hour before Justice Putnam mounted present rate of collections,
IS DISREGARDED.
the bench the overwrought husband
In the first three classes of appro-pace- d
Then Throw; Himself Under Passengtne gravel walk in front of the priations the totals are $3,114,812.9G.
Great Pomp at His Funeral Which
court house, apparently rehearsing The disbursements to date have been
er Train and Is Ground
Took Place at Laeken Near
the testimony he was expected
to Pieces.
to $1,283,970.22. The unpaid balances,
Brussels Today.
Fresno, Cal., Dec. 22. During a fit give, but when court convened there f0r the first three classes alone,
change of plans. Butlers, amount to S1.830.S42. 74. or the state
of temporary-- insanity today,. George
Brussels. Dec. 22.-- The
body of c chauvrnot attacked his wife and maids and more of the many physi has yet the largest part of its approLeopold was placed today in a royal ,twn ,.hi1l1rn wi(h a hatchet.
His cians employed to tune the jangled priations on the first three classes to
burial vault in the church of St wife was killed and the children a nerves of the alienated couple Testi- pay
during the next year from the
Mary at Laekin, the suburban resi- boy fourteen and a girl of ten, were fied for the husband.
revenues of 1910. From the revenues
For the first time since the trial of 1910
dence of the royal family. The funmust come half the expenses
injured. Chauvront tried to
Mrs. Brokaw was plainly out of the
eral and burial were conducted with fatally
began
encountered
hut.
the
nineteen
psrni'0
last
legislature, for the exall pomp and ceremony of which the
.For one thing, her
oM stej)SOn of c M McCiUng on of countenance.
were paid, half from the 1909
penses
seMrs.
state is capable despite the wish ex- - the
James A. Blair, is
h
After a struggie, mother,
f)ont
and half from the 1910
pressed by the monarch in his will, McClnnl, got the hatchet awav from verely ill with pneumonia at West Had they all been paidappropriations.
from the 1909
Chester
of
be
the
her
that the obsequies
health undermined by
simplest the maniac. Chauvrnot then rushed
not have
state
would
the
collections,
A holiday was proclaimed and thou- out
the publicity of the trial. For another
upon the railroad tracks a short
sands of peersons filled the streets distance away, threw himself under the continued mention of cigarettes had enough money on which to run
during the year. After next April the
during the services.
the wheels of a passenger train and and cocktails in the evidence plainly present administration will receive
irritated
the
plaintiff.
was cut to pieces.
Sidney Woods, the butler, who nothing from the Inheritance tax, for
swore yesterday that somebody lash- - au estates nave six months in wmcn
WHAT BECAME OF
DEAD
ed
Mrs. Brokaw's
maid, Miss See, t0 Bettle before they can be forced to
OTHER $300,000.
with a horsewhip and that "Mrs. Brok- - Pay their taxes, and the money will
aw knew whom," testified today that not be received in time to do the ad-h- e
Warriner Case Still Puzzling AuthorM
usually mixed cocktails daily for ministration any good. ;
ities Woman in Case to Be
Miss See, who disappeared with them Fiscal Year Disbursements Have Far
Tried Monday.
in the direction of Mrs. Brokaw's
Exceeded Revenues,
It will be noticed that the collec-sh- e
Cincinnati, Dec. 22. Of $643,,000 room. Ola Olender, a maid, swore
Portion of His Brain to Be Warriner is charged with taking
had served Mrs. Brokaw with tions received in the treasurer's office
from the Big Four railroad, less than port wine in her room.
for the fiscal year ending December 1
Examined by Patholohalf of that sum has been accounted
were $1,255,931; that the disbursefor by him. There have been many WEDDING BY LONG
gists
ments for the same period amounted
DISTANCE TELEPHONE. to $1,2S3,970.22, or that the disbursestories circulated that he had secret
ed a part of the money, but these
ments already are almost $30,000
ABDUCTED THREE YEARS AGO have not been verified. The trial of Texas Minister at Pecos Unites Couple ahead of the
receipts for 1909.
Mrs. Jeannette Stewart Ford, the
at Toyah Twenty Miles
The total appropriations were
"woman in the case" has been set. for
Away.
the total disbursements to
Pecos, Texas, Dec. 22. Rev. H. M. date are $1,283,970.22. The unpaid balElma
With
Dare
Monday. She Is charged with black
at
Marriage
Smith of Pecos last night performed ances are
mail and receiving stolen goods.
Louisville is Annulled
$2,22S,596.74.
a wedding ceremony by long distance
Warrener Given Six Years.
The incerase over the disburseFlow22
Miss
L.
by Lower Court.
Charles
Dec.
united
Dorothy
telephone,
Cincinnati, O.,
ments necessary, balance due on first,
Warrener. the deposed local treasurer ers and Kyle Lovejoy, who were sta- second and third class
appropriations,
Indianapolis, Dec. 22. Portions of of the Big Four railway, pleaded tioned at a telephone at Toyah, twen- is $546,872.52.7 The future increase to
the brain of George Rhodius, the mil- guilty to embezzlement today. He ty miles away. Each held a receiv- - cover amounts due on fourth and fifth
lionaire, who died a few days ago at was sentenced to six years in the pen pr to thf ear and rpnHo1 tn tho mips- - c,aSs
appropriations is $397,954. The
tions of the clergyman at the other
a sanatorium were taken today to the itentiary.
.'
balance due on 1909 and 1910 appro- Then
end
wire.
of
the
thev
Hasnpd
of
authora
pathologist, by
laboratory
hands and together heard the minis priations for which warrants have not
ity of the probate court, and his re- CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR
been drawn is $2,228,596.74.
on
the
condition
of
the
tissues
TRUST EMPLOYES ter pronounce them man and wife.
port
Shortage of Half Million Indicated for
may have an influence in the dispoNext Year.
sition of Rhodius' fortune. Alienists ' New York, Dec. 22. The United DEADLY COAL MINE
The
estimated
revenue, for 1910 is
IN
EXPLOSION
OKLAHOMA.
have been divided as to whether or States steel corporation will make a
The shortage on esti- not Rhodius. is insane since his al- Christmas present of more than two
McAlester. Okla., Dec. 22. An ex $1,790,088.43.
three million dollars to its officers and em- plosion occurred at Sample's number mated revenue for 1910 therefore is
leged abduction to Louisville
.s V;
years ago and his marriage there to ployes according to the official an- two coal mine thrte miles from here $459,508.31.
a woman of this city known as Elma nouncement of Chairman Gary today. at noon today. Many miners are reThe, warrants Issued'.'itpm DecemDare. The woman's appeal to the In- Sixty per cent of this will be in cash, ported hurt.
ber 1 1908. to DecembeV 8, 1909, being
diana supreme court from the lower forty per cent in stock. This distriFive Injured.
$1,283,970.22. and the total collections
court's annulment of the marriage on bution Is an annual bonus, and is de-Five men were Injured, two of being $1,255,931, the shortage on rev- the ground that Rhodius is insane is termined
annual earnings of ( them seriously, in an explosion at
now pending.
;
the company.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Cougler's mine No. 2 near here today.
Kstra-Karpof-
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record-breakin-
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(Continued on Page Eight.)

$1,250,000.

Destroyed.

Bluofiolds, Dec. 22. General
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22. Colonel!
thief of the secret police of1 da has won a complete victory over
St. Petersburg, was assassinated early the government forces at. Rama. A
today. A woman enticed him to the j total of six hundred men of both
iiTiartnient nn a remote street. ies are killed or wounded. Nineteen
Viborg Street, and there he was hundred of Zelaya's men have surblown to pieces by a bomb, exploded rendered, including General Gonzales,
Two Ameriwho was in command.
supposedly by his host, Michael
who had leased the rooms cans are reported killed. The fight- a few days before. The assistant ofjiug occurred outside of the city
also was severely injured. its. Commander Shipley has landed
surgeons from the Des Moines to
The murderer was captured
care for the wounded.
'
Assassinated in Theater.
Government Forces Routed.
22
Mason
r?c.
Aijthur
Bombay.
Washington, Dec. 22. Confirmation
Tiftpetts Jackson, chief magistrate of
Xasik, in the presidency of Bombay, of the Associated Press dispatches
was assassinated by a native while j reporting a victory for the revolution-attendina theatrical performance j ists in N'icaragua was received today
the navy department from Captain
last night. The motive for the mur-ja- t
der is supposed to have been the wish i Shipley of the cruiser Des Moines,
fur revenere imon the magistrate who Shipley says that General Castillo,
had recently sentenced a criminal to four pieces of field artillery, fifteen
Xasik is a hot bed hundred rifles and a million rounds
life imprisonment.
of ammunition are included in the
of sedition.
Whatever may have been the imme- surrender. The wounded have been
diate motive for the murder of Chief taken to Rlueflelds where the hospiMagistrate Jackson, the outrage can- tal facilities are inadequate to meet
not fail to increase the ever present the demands made by the battle.
fear of an uprising against British
Zelaya's loss in killed, wounded and
rule in India. Attempts have been captured'. Captain Shipley says is
The telegrams
hundred.
made against the lives of Lord Minto, twenty-siLord Kitchener, Sir Andrew Frazer, states that Estrada's army on the 20th
the lieutenant governor of Bengal, and began a general attack on the
The outposts of Zemany other British officials.
Prime Minister of Roumania Shot.
laya's forces were soon defeated and
Washington, Dec. 22. An official routed. Fighting continued on Tuesdispatch was received by the state day. General Vasquez of the governdepartment this morning from Buch- ment forces is a prisoner at Managua,
arest to the effect that the prime min- but the cause of his arrest is not
ister of Roumania was shot and seri known at the state department. Capan- tain f.Shipley said that the gunboat
ously wounded by a Roumanian
Btlle is, within the harbor and is prearchist.
Wounded1.
Korea
of
pared any moment to Jnnd its blue
Premier
Mortally
Seoul, Korea, Dec. 2. Premier Yi jackets, btitwobably such course will
the head of the Korean cabinet was be uimeresf ry.
stabbed and fatally wounded today by!
Army Was Starved,
' Washington,, D-- C, Dec. 22. Con,
.
a Korean. Yie Chaim Yog.,
Premier Yl was 'formerly minister sttl Moffat at Managua ; wires that 150
of education in the Korean s cabinet', j prisoners were brought into Blue-H- e
became prime minister, in May, fields yesterday.
They are batefoot-1907- .;
when a reconstruction of... the ) ed starved,-- and mostly young boys,
cabinet followed a five hour audience j jhey said they had little or no food
that Marquis no had, witn ine.-em- or nfteen davs. Consul Moffat says
peror. He was regarded as a firm th surrender of twenty-six- hundred
and competent officer, but his efforts soldiers of Zelaya's army removes the
to carry out the policy of the new ad- entire covernment force from the Atministration met with continual op- lantic side of the Republic.
position from his political advisers.

I

tion had in any way embarrassed the
committee, he said:
"You may judge for yourself. We
did not expect Dr. Cook to come before us. We extended the invitation
to him as a matter of fairness and
he did not avail himself of it."
The report will be made public

War.

India.

.

.
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TFTE SAXTA FE

THE

WE HAVE THEM

MEXICAN--

TTTTC

DAILY

,

SANTA FE, N.

FOR THE OLD AND YOUNG

i

Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Perfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

IN THE DUSK.
Alone she sits, merged in the gathering dusk.
As slow the unlit, loveless casement
blurs;
Her listless hands clasp bits of her
life's husk
And oh. that brave, heart-brokesmile of hers!

Satille

Sartoga
Vanilla

CASE OF ECZEMA

WE

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL

Yet death,

WITH

who may bestow

refuse.
Passes her door;
flickering-

No. 40

Telephone

8

'8

I

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
UAIUFACTURER
JEWELER

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy at(? Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

J. D. MULLIGAN
T7T TRmO AT C Given Careful
Personal Attention

j

j

j

PICTURE

PCTi

llijU

OFF10U
PHONE

1QQ

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

19ft
1JU

DPIY

nLii

SATISFACTORILY

i

of

g

j

Good

--

News for

.

iiwm

..y--

vt

Ih

Christmas Choppers
Gifts

useful

cember

Our. store will be open nights De25th for the convenience of our patrons.

ornamental.

and

18th until December

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.

Death of Albuquerque
Property
Owner Oliver E. Cromwell, a large
property owner of Albuquerque, died
Millions of women throughout the
at Washington, D. C, of paralysis.
world use Cuticura Soap and Ointment
for eczemas, rashes, itchings, irritations,
Snow and Colci in Lincoln County
chafings, pimples, blackLetters from Cajiitan report eight inflammations,
dandruff, dry, thin and falling
heads,
inches of snow there and a foot of hair, sanative, antiseptic cleansing, and
snow on the Nogal mesa and cold so for all the purposes of the toilet, bath
nursery.
extreme that few have ventured out. and
Cuticura Remedies are sold ttiromrhout. trie world,
Potter
Drue & C'taem. Corp.. Sole Props., 135 Columof their house for three days.
bus Ave., Hoston. Mass.
Mailed
ft
fee. Cviicura Book on Skin Dvee&sef
Street Railway for Clovis After
long delay, the city council of Clovis.
Curry county, has finally granted an
electric street railway franchise to
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Moberly, Missouri, people, who have
deposited a bond of $10,000 that they
would have the railway built within
fifteen months.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 22.
Assaulted Dr.
County
Physician
Forecast
for New Mexico:
M. D. Welch, county physician
of
Ixical snow tonisht and
Sandoval county, was assaulted at the
day with stationary
territorial good roads camp '' rteaf
ture.
t
Tjhorhton, because he had. quaranX
V
smalltined: a man named Hatjk-y'foGee! But those pictures were good
pox, the assault being Ximniitteil by
Hatley's brother who got away before last night atElks theater.
he could be assaulted. Welch was not
Ask for a weather chart calendar
seriously hurt.
at Fischer Drug Company's. They're
free.
BOXING CONTEST AT
Remember the Passion play ThursSPOKANE NEXT FEBRUARY.
day, Friday and Saturday at the
same price of admission, 15c down
Middle States Will Seek to Prove That BtrVrs, 10c balcony.
Mp.tinee Dteo.
25th at 3 p. m.
They Have Better Sluggers
Than Northwest.
New Year's Eve Dance A dance
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 22. Six fast will be given by the jWoman's Board
boxers and wrestlers, representing the of Trade at
Library Hall on New
St. Louis athletic club, are coming to Year's Eve. Everyone is cordially inSpokane next February in an effort vited to be present.
to disprove the claim that, northwest
Need Not Backstamp
Letters
ern amateurs are superior to those in
S. B. Grimshaw received
Postmaster
the middle states. Cisco Bullivant of
the Spokane Amateur Athletic Club, orders yesterday from Washington
has been advised that the St. Louis not to backstamp letters during the
club will send one
and one holiday season until January 3, and
e
d
boxers, two others and a possibly not thereafter as the
of
discontinthinks
department
of
on
a
its
best
wrestlers
tour
pair
of the northwest, the sextet also en- uing the hack stamping of letters altering the contests of strength and together.
skill at Seattle and Vancouver. St.
Go to Fischer Drug Company's fo"
Louis sent two men to the A. A. U. Xmas presents. Their stock is varied
meet at Seattle this year, but both enough to please everybody and
failed to score a point in the con- prices are right.
tests. They declared afterward they
May Locate at Santa Fe Miss
were given a "raw deal" by the men
a trained nurse at Las VeSwanson,
on Puget Sound, adding that with an
even break they would have made a gas, hash resigned as superintendent
better showing. The Seattle men of the Ladies' Hospital at that place
and will come to Santa Fe about New
laugh at the charges, saying it is
Year to visit Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
widely known that every contestant
Hays. It is also possible that she may
was on equal footing.
locate in Santa Fe if a favorable opening presents itself.
How's This?
Basket Ball and Dance Only sevenWe offer one hundred dollars recents and you will have the
ward for any case of Catarrh that ty-five
cannot he cured by Hall's Catarrh privilege of witnessing a first class
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, basket ball game and taking in a
dance. The game will begin at 7:30
O.
We, the undersigned, have known sharp on the evening of December
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and 29 and the dance at 9. The Occidentbelieve him perfectly honorable in all al basket ball team of Albuquerque,
business transactions, and financially which is undefeated, will try concluable to carry out any obligations sions with the Company F. team of
this city on that date, and things in
made by his firm.
the basket ball line will certainly
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. move rapidly when the teams meet.
y,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
(Continued on Page Eight.)
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
bottle.
Sold
all
PAZOOINTMKNT is guaranteed to cure
per
druggists.
by
Bleeding or Proany case of Itching, Blind
Take Hall's Family Pills for
truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re50c.
funded.

DEAR FRIENDS:
Once more w("face the rrerry Xmas'f eason with all its (rood time of
gift giving, and again the old problem in what appropriate and pleasing
way to remember our friends and relatives! confronts us. It is impossible
in a brief wa to mention all the inm ense lentuns of our Holiday stock
for this year, but know that alvisit to our store will give yon the UUn
andlsuggestion you have been looking, for in'.Kelecting your niost. important 'gifts.
Vt'e would, especially callfyou atteiition.rat this particular time to the
latest styles of percolators dialing dishes, carving sets, aiso a full line
of newest designs in table and miscelaneous cutlery, all ofj which make
very usefuls and appeciaties gifts.
lso 'remember in pinning
Anna dinner that
we have the lain on s
A

your

Stiff

BOASTER"

and a corrplete line
of kitchen neressities
for the holiday feasts

t

M.

Undertaker and Embalmer

RKSinKNOK

i

didn't want to do anything but scratch
and we had to wrap his hands up to
keep him from it as he would tear the
flesh open till the blood would run. The
itching was intense, causing loss of appetite and flesh. When it seemed to hurt
him most the skin on his back became
hard and rough like the bark of a tree so
that rubbing or brushing would not
break it. He was so feverish that I
thought it a bad case of eczema. He
could not wear any clothes but a little
nightgown with the sleeves just fastened
at the top of the shoulder. He suffered
intensely for about three months. But
I found a remedy in Cuticura Soap for
bathing and Cuticura Ointment with
which I anointed the sore places.
This
kept the rash from spreading and in lesathan a week the result was almost magieal. That was more than two years ago
and there has not been the slightest
symptom of it since he was cured. I am
never very long without Cuticura Soap
as my family knows the value of it and
don't like a substitute. J. W. Lauck,
lukon, Okla., Aug. 28 and Sept. 17, 08."

r
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NIUHT PHONK

tramp

j

wanderers;

Novelties,

SANTA FE. N.

:

j

And oh, her eyes tin visited of tears!
And oh, that brave heart-broke- n
smile of hers.
Meredith Nicholson, in Scribuer's.

Jewelry, Silverware, Dec-

FRANK

of- -

the need that she

home-seekin-

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

4p3h6onrB0.Sck0ia9d

grave children

But her days pass with
heavy years
Long worn with wars,

!

&

sometimes

and

must hide,
The smothered flame requickens in
her soul
Beneath the iron armor of her
pride.

j

TAXIDERMIST, TAN NEE

where

the faith that she
again must lose
Among the bubbles of her girlhood
dreams.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

S Spitz

" Our son, two years old, was very
much afflicted with a breaking out or
what looked to be a summer rash. I
applied the usual remedies, such aa
washing with soda water and powdering
with boric acid. Finally, after he suffered with the trouble several weeks I
took him to the doctor. He said it was
merely a rash that was quite prevalent,
and that I was giving the right treatment and that I should just continue it
and the baby would soon be all right.
But instead of getting better it was getting worse. The rash ran together and
The little fellow
made large blisters.

Tempt toward

CALL AJiD SEE IFOR YOURSELF

China,

j

gleams

In hours when her
t'er dole
Of love, awed by

orated

ALMOST MAGIC CURE
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

Love

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner plaza, Santa Fe.

Me GREAT

A TREE

A

WAFERS

WAFERS

WAFERS

cry inaudible lurks in her eyes,
That question now, where once was
sweet belief;
"Youth like a trampled vesture round
her lies;
Hers are the gray robes of the nuns
of jrrief.

J

Summer Rash Became a Dreadful
Itching Humor Big Blisters
Formed and Skin Grew as Hard
and Rough as Bark
Scratched
and Tore Flesh till Blood Ran.

n
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BABY'S PITIFUL

UP.

BOUND

It

DONE.

d

Mm

Phone
No 14

OLl

ii

'"

w

ood-Pa- vi
HARDWARE CO.

s

Phone
No 14

k

St. Michael's College

J

post-offic-

TRY OUR GrouDd

letil
Also Good lot Chickens
alfa

SOLE AGENTS FOR
i

International Stock Food

;

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LED HERSCH

Grain, Pota

Santa Fe, New Mexico
0fcV?KD

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

P.M11W

&

Salt and Seeds
f

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

I;

wmM

I

DIAMONDS

Ja

Qm

YONTZ

MANUFACTURER

Right Price
Right

OF

j

MFXIAN

Servlc.

ri

WATCHES

PI I IftDCC
,Wtlrt I

Eyes Tested

and

Fitted by
Date Methods

Up-to- -

I
I

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

1 345 San Francisco St.

SANTA

FE,

N

I

M.

I

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

I
,

5

I

Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

--

I

christian brothers

oal

WHOLESALE
AIN D .RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE'.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

inte-n-all-

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smiihirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
MONTFZTTMA
AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. 1 epot.

Steam Coal.

ii

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

fvj

ill

NO UE6vil EWTS

f

If Experience Counts for anything

f
Quality Counts for anything,

e

in preparing Prescriptions
ought

to

have your Business

-

The argument is again in our favor.

Wh DELIVfcR FIRST
Ml

If Prices count fof anything

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"Tie Quality Drugist

"

Phone
213.

Our

We can interest you. in either large or small quantity,

list of customers is rapidly
'

growing this year

We will appreciate your name among them.
:

'ft
'4

f

A
.

1

'
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OVERTAXED.

-

ULEGB

C

Hundreds of Santa Fe Readers Know
What it Means.

GO

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches and

ATJPS1IS

Backache, sideache, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Brigbt's
disease follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
way to keep the kidneys well.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, lrti
Criffin street. Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"I hold the same high opinion of
Doan's- Kidney Pills today as when
1 publicly recommended
them in Jan
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
a year I had been bothered by a dull
ache and weakness across my loins
1 tired
easily and any
and kidneys.
exertion brought on severe suffering
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kid- - j
Tiey Pills highly spoken of, I was induced to try them. The results prov-- i
ed beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills live up to representations.
The cure and benefit this remedy
brought has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

Distributes Vast Sums That
Children of Poor May
Have Good Time
$10,000,000

SPENT SHOPPING

Hebrews Celebrate the Feast of
Lights During Latter Part
of December.

Chicago. Dec. 22. The overcrowding of business within the four square
miles of Chicago's "downtown" district, encircled by the stranginsr elevated "loop" has reached the bursting
point and 191 it will see the creation
of a distinct "uptown" district, further south, much as in New York.
The beginning of the new district has
been made in a neighlKirhood which
twenty-fivyears ago included some
of Chicago's most exclusive homes,
among them that of Marshall Field.
Now one of these mansions has been
States.
bought by the Consolidated Casualty
Remember the name Doan's and
Company for its general offices, starttake no other.
ing an exodus from the congested district of high rents which will increase
the area devoted to business many
fold and marking an epoch in the
The "loop" includes
city's growth.
most
area in the
now
the
congested
Lessons
oe
Class
I ldiviiaal
almost
world where is conducted
IN GRAMMAR
s
of the retail and office
practically all of the banking, inRAYMOND HAACKEi and
surance and professional business of
j
Care New Mexican
the city. Xew York way back in
179
had a bigger "downtown" area.
NOTARY PUBLIC
New skyscrapers which house from
four to five thousand persons have
not been sufficient to take care of the
rapidly growing business of Chicago
and as rentals increased with the in&
crease in height of buildings the exMo
148
Red
ample of this big insurance comTelephone
pany promises to start a stampede
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
among those concerns which can remove their general offices to a point
outside the loop district. The prop&
D. M.
erty bought by the Consolidated Company, of which Robert B. Armstrong,
Builders and Contractors
a former assistant secretary of the
United States treasury, is president,
PLAN8 & ESTIMATES
was the home, twenty-fiv- e
years ago,
notice
on
short
Furnished
of one of the most, prominent famiCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY lies, that of George Manierre. Telephones and other modern business
contrivances that eliminate time and
distance, will connect these general
Ornamental Doors.
offices with a downtown office which
will be large enough to handle local
business. The annual savings in rentals, W is said, would pay the interest
on several hundred thousand dollars.
Farmers' Union Favors Postal Banks.
The Farmers' Union, with membership of hundreds of thousands scatj
tered through many states, has actively joined the Postal Savings Bank
League in its efforts to secure, in
bosses,
spite of the Cannon-Aldricthe enactment of the postal savings
bank bills which are now pending in
the Senate and House, sponsored by
Senator Carter and Congressman
are male to perfection from our Foss. The legislative committee of
Lumber) because the wood is the National Farmers' Union will be
oerfect in every particular and represented at Washington after the
free from every imperfection of holiday recess to follow .up the decknots, cracks and warpings. larations twice made by the national
for
Every foot of it is thoroughly body urging the need that exists
an
aid
to
as
a
system
banking
postal
so
and
dried
shrunk,
seasoned,
it can be absolutely relied upon the thirft of rural districts. The
of banking facilities is shown
by carpenters and buUders, and scarcity
archi- by the fact that the Bankers' Encyall sensible, wide-awa- ke
gives the names of 22,000
tects hereabouts particularly clopedia towns
cities where no
villages,
mention our Lumber in their banks exist. Theand
recent report of the
pacifications.
comptroller of the currency, Lawrence O. Murray, shower that 34
countries have postal banking sys- e

SPANISH LESSONS!

j

three-fourth-

FRESH EGGS

MILK

HOOVER

1t

h

;,-

rs

juins

CREAM

tems in ouciaiion w ith a total num-- ' si!.!,- to tell now who the benefieia: ie
ot" depositors
of over 40,(nm,0oi, .f the trust will b- - for the granl-witNew Mexico Military Institute
deposits totaling about $2.0uO.- - ; !;.. nu p.tay iji. before the uiuinty
niio.niMi.
His report added that the u'
lxvoi
heirs
their
and
fust
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
If there are ".o
deposit has decreased from the beneficiaries.
Weit Point of the Southwert."
Th
$.".(U1 to $ 19.::::, a fact significant of children of the grandchildren then the
Ofr.et
rs DeUiied by War Department
Armv
the utility of the system as a "unr- - estate will luive to lie distributed in
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Artnv
sery for seedling savings." for which another manner and it cannot lie told
"A.
purpose President Taft. in his recent today to whom any part of the
I'brmitrh Academic conre, preparing young
commended the liot:-.- eventually will he paid,
especially
life. Great
tn en for college or for nnine!
The court held that, not knowing
system to Congress for adoption in
-- T'l of opu air work. Healihlet location
'
amount
the United States. The dramatic ele- - the- beneficiaries, no order for the
r
m"
of any Military School tn the Cnlon. Located
ment in the contest between
the paxnent of the t:ix could be entered
friends and foes of this measure and meanwhile Illinois will whistle
the bean U ful l'co Va!y the garden
t
which now forms the biggest issue tor the money. If the money is paid
pot of the Weit at aii e'evailoc of 3,700
before Congress, it is tremendous to the grandchildren, Marshall Field,
feel above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
financial strength of the foes, the 'third, and Henry Feld. the tax will
Itlie rain or snow during flon.
one per cent on all of their share
banking interests, against which is
Klevt-Uftieerj- and i nstrucior, all gradu20.init.
The question will
pitied only one organization, the Pos-- ; above
from staidard eastern college. Ten
ate?
tal Savings Bank League, with head-- . be vaised whether the stale is
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
in Chicago, which for months
led to the interest on the postponed
and modern in all respects.
has been making every effort possible payment. r. most important matter, as
E. A. Cahoon. President: W
REGK.NTS
to stir the public to do those things the sunt involved is so large and the
Vice
President; J. Phelps White,
ti. Haiiiillo.i.
which would be felt in the halls of t rm of interest may be so long. The
W.
M.
Atkinso'
Treasurer;
Secretary, and W
The public demand for estate has paid something over $113.- Congress.
A
nun
exFllyan
literatute and speakers lias far
inheritance tax on known legacies
For partleulart and Illustrated catalogue
ceeded the funds from membership and this sum for forty years would
add ress.
fees and subscriptions.
Chairman multiply several times at even the
mil hr
H
rVri ifamfti
jrfvc
f
COL. IA. W. WILLOK,
George H. Currier, who has himself lowest rate of interest.
ftuperlntndn4.
given liberally to the cause, has j
Christmas for the Poor.
pointed out repeatedly of late that jj The dark side of this
Christmas will
victory is nearer than ever before, be
brightened by wholesale efforts in
but may not be achieved for lack of
behalf of Chicago's poor, particularly
an organization strong enough now
"the kids," this year as never before
at the crucial time to cope with the
and Santa Clans' reputation, in homes
banking power.
or never visited,
j he has neglected
The Feast of Lights.
The'
promise to be much improved.
December ends the orthodox holi- Charity Ball which netted
These celebrated Hot Spring are the richest aikalin Hot Springs In tha
will
$2(j,00u,
day months for the .'10,000 Jewish resi- ' not serve this cause specifically, nei- located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these wateri
tested by tha
been thoroughly
dents of Chicago and the millions of ther will the I'nited Charities fund, Cliff
miles west has
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to In the
.lews all over the world, as well as which
rapidly is nearing the $200,000 ef Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
for the Christians. For the Jews mark, but two
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheunewspapers, the Exammatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Fe, and about twelve miles from
have nearly half a month of holidays iner and Tribune, have
successfully
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphllitlo
during December because their an- provided in different ways for joyful
Grande Railroad, ;rom which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
nual feast of Chanunkah or "The Christinas
visitations.
Otherwise,
Kindling' of Lights" which frequently also, the Christmas will be a red let- daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathcomes at the same time as the Christ- ter day, for the Christmas
shoppers
mas holidays, this year is much ear- spent over $10,000,000. The Examiner from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $53
Stage meets Denver
lier than usual. Chanunkah has been .raised nearly $10,000 for the children carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feeL Climate per month.
and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
very
dry
observed by the Jews for 2,075 years, which the Salvation
Army will disc
the feast dating back to 165 B. C. to pense in addition to the monev col- year round. There U now a commod-lou- upon request. This resort is attracinof
convenience
tive at all seasons and is open all
for
the
hotel
the time when Judas Maccabeus de- lected on the sereet corners by the
winter.
tourists.
valids
and
suffeing
Passengers for Ojo Calient
People
feated Antiochus Epiphanus, the king Army's Santa Claus. The Tribune's
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
of Syria. The feast itself continues
B
jcall for 'Vood fellows" to take
p. m., the
for eight days, that being the length Christmas care of the children whose contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at
same
For
further
contain
waters
7hese
1,626.24 grains
particular
day.
of time which elapsed between the names it would secure
brought a re- - of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
departure of Judas from Jerusalem sponse that was instantaneous. Over
to give battle to Antiochus, and his n20o "kids" will have a
personal
u.mc
if nun. .11 inai
uiuuipnain.
visit from a good fellow with pack
........
o.
1.....,,
jv.a
u
hi
.lews e,e
Taia. County N JH
Oja
ages and ,)0cketfuls of those things
nut wnen .ntiocnus aitempten to which are the
making of Christmas
force them to worship the Syrian for a child.
and invePreparations
gods, the Jews refused and rebelled,
for
this
disclosed
have
under the leadership of Mattathias. stigations
childish
that are little
tragedies
Mattathias was slain in battle and his guessed except by workers in the
son, Judas Maccabeus, succeeded him tenement and slum districts of
big
as the leader of the army. The cities. In one house there are
three
brave Judas, prior to leaving Jerusa- children under 11 years of age. The
lem to make one last stand against father is dead and the mother is sick.
the army of Antiochus, kindled in the One boy, 15 years old.
supports them
temple in Jerusalem a light which ap. He earns $C a week. Among
usually lasted for two to three .those children there are 'list two
TO
days.'1 When he returned, victorious,
pieces of underwear and which they
the light had miraculously continued take turns wearing. Eacli
day one of
to burn during the whole time of his the
is exposed to the cold, i
youngsters
absence. This is the origiu of Chan- The three children are in
'
poor health
unkah, or the feast of "The Kindling and may not live to see many more
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
of the Lights" and which commemoChrismases. In another cottage is
most
of
rates one
the
glorious, though a little irl who has never seen a
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
briefest, epochs in the history of the Christmas tree nor lighted a candle.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Jews as an independent nation. These seem impossible in the face of
Chanunkah this year began on the the figures of the Christmas rush. At Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
25t,h day of Kisley (December 7) and the
postoffice the money orders on one
and all Foreign Countries.
lasted until December 14.
day totaled half a million dollars.
REMITTANCES SENT BY
The postoffice receipts are also far in
Slaughter at Grade Crossings.
at
excess
of
railroads
last
derived
The slaughter by
grade
year. Money
crossings the country over will be from fhe sale of stamps will probably
brought home to the public as a re amount to $1,500,000 for the month
suit of the enactment of the Esch of December. "There is everv indi- bill, according to the prediction made cation that all records will be broken,"
by a League for Public Safety from : said Assistant Postmaster Hubbard.
Chicago headquarters. The Esch bill
requires railroads to make full month- COCKTAILS AND CIGARETS
comFIGURE IN DIVORCE.
ly reports to the Interstate
merce commission of all railroad ac
cidents.
The reports have been in- - Marital Unhappiness of the Brokaws
Despite Their Millions Due to
complete, but show that the actual j
Strong Drink,
number of passengers killed Is only!
New York, Dec, 22. Cocktails and
as large as the number
killed on rights of way at country j cigartates which have figured promi-roathe suit for separation
y in
and city street crossings where
ademiate nrotection is not nrovided. uroii.n by Mrs. Blair Brokaw against
her huiband, VV. Gould Brokaw, again
In
of
in
Fully a tenth of the trespassers are
In England effective pre dssu.ud importance yesterday in the
children.
cautions are taken to keep people out ma. at Mineola, L. I.
Sidney Woods, the Brokaw butler,
of danger. The total death toll refor the defense that he had
testified
ported by the railroads in 1907 was served cocktails to Mrs. Brokaw in
11,839, of which number only (ill)
a teacup, tumblers, in a shaker when
were passengers, 4,534 were railroad when
she was up and dressed, and
were trespassers,
5,(112
employes,
when she was in bed. He was posiBn Caspar Avemtf
i,044 were not trespassers, and this
that he had seen Mrs. Brokaw
tive
takes no account of the children who puffing
cigarettes and that he had
add 10 per cent to the total. The served her with them in her room.
interstate commerce commission has During her butler's testimony Mrs.
attempted to classify train accidents, Brokaw, who, in her own testimony j
first by grouping the railroads of the would only own to an experience of
OUW MOTTO; To haw the Best of Everything in Our Lin
country in ten groups and also classi- four cocktails and an occasional cigar- - j
fying the victims, and so fast as pos- ette, sat open mouthed.
sible the cause of accident, but fig"I carried a cocktail to Mrs. Bro-- 1
ures have been known to be very in- kaw in the sun parlor," continued the
accurate. The number of employes butler, "and she mentioned to me that
killed and injured were subdivided in she had discharged her nurse, Miss
official reports to show the number of See. I told her that Miss See had
trainmen killed or injured and how esked nie for liniment to apply to
they were injured, but the totals have bruises which she said had been
shown such wide discrepancies be- caused by kicks and lashings of a
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
tween them and the total of known whip."
Opals, Tnrqueise, Garnets and Other Gems.
"Was the name of the person menvictims that no reliance has been
or
who
tioned
did
the
1907
applied
the
whip
placed .upon the figures. In
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San FraneiM St.
,
,
total number killed in the various the kicking?"
j
did
knew
who
Brokaw
"Mrs.
it,"
ways was enumerated: Handling traf,
fic, handling supplies, getting on or replied the butler.
said to indicate
"Was
anything
off locomotives or cars, etc.. show a
total of only 310 as against the known that she had knowledge of the cuts
total of 4,534. The total number of on Miss See?"
"Mrs. Brokaw was very cross and
persons reported killed at highway
asked her."
nobody
crossing in 1907 was one, notwitha
Justice
Henry H. Gildersleeve,
of
deaths
the
number
total
standing
friend
testified
Mrs.
of
s
that
Brokaw,
in the thousands.
he had spent some time at High
of the finest
Postponing Payment of Tax.
Mr.
Brokaw's
N.
winter
Point,
C,
I
The possible postponement for forty country home, and had always found
years of the payment by the Marshall the husband kind and affectionate toEVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
Field estate of the inheritance tax on ward his wife.
LATEST AND NETViST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
$05,000,000 of trusteed wealth under
a decision by Judge Rinaker, has
It is an admitted tct. mat real esINSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
created an unprecedented situation. tate, financial men and merchants all
reat estate is in trust until the say that quickest and best results a. a
; This
grandchildren become fifty years old, obtained by advertising in the New
and the court held that it was impos- - Mexican.
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Charles W. Dudrow

'
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enrl-quarte-

j

0J0 CALlEfiTE flDT SPRINGS.

Bar-anc-

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

o

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

..,,

Proorietor.

Cilixite.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

'

All Parts of the World.

;

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

.

Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

one-tent-

h

Cdll up

.

d

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery

',

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

-

RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

I

I

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A
Oil

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, 'courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
f:.
N

iI

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College; N. Mex.

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY & HACK LING
310

San Francisco St.

Mies,

Single

'

Rip

&

"

'

Phone Red 12i

SaJUe Horses

A. F. SPIEGELBERG,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

i

.

j

TW0 WEEKS
(ITJT.V
U11JJ1
SPECIAL
Embroideries'

SALE

i White Goods

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

1
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been better caved for at less exha
pense.
"Gloucester and Haverhill are the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
only two cities in Massachusetts which
have as yet adopted the commission
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
plan of government. The new Boston
Editor and President.
charter is based, however, upon the
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuresame principle, namely, the election
Entered as Second Class Matter at tbe Santa Fe Postofflce.
of only a few important officers, the
concentrated in the hands
J3.75 power bein::
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
of a small number of conspicuous offi25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 cials. The voters at election time are
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 thus able to see more clearly what
months
65 Weekly, six
Daily, per month, by mail
75 ihey are doing, and the candidates
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dfcily, per year, by mail
are made so conspicuous that the
chances of a rascal slipping into office
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
are very slim."
he New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
WITH THE SER
very postoffit3 in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation TftE WOMAN
PENT'S TONGUE.
Southwest.
the
of
and
people
the
progressive
intelligent
unung
What is this fuss that is being
made over William Watson, because
he wrote the Woman With the Serpent's Tongue? Why should he be
or declared insane? Isn't
denounced
it
WHERE CONSERVATISM IS DET- Santa Fe can't have prohibition
he drew true o life in
the
picture
should at least have from $12,000 :o
RIMENTAL.
Hasn't nearly
community?
every
revenue a year from the sa- - every one even in Santa Fe some
Om of the socialistic demands 10 $10,000
loons for its municipal treasury, 311st woman among his acquaintances who
which Vncle Sam must give in soon- a Roswell and Albuquerque
have, is more or less accurately described
er or later is that for old age pen However, the Democratic Daily Rec- - in the poem:
sions and insurance against sickness ord of Roswell says, and it applies
ann ncci.tpnt'.'" His ""'wealth, protects much more forcibly to the few hun She is not ol she is not young,
into Santa Fe's mu- The Woman
with the Serpent's
the rich man against the vicissitudes dred dollars paid
annually:
treasury
nicipal
Tongue:
of enfeebled health and old age, but
"A great deal is being made of the Tlie haggard cheek, the hungering
the workingman always lives in the twelve thousand dollars a year paid
eye.
uncertainty that the next day may into the city treasury by the saloons, The poisoned words that wildly fly.
we are told the city is already The famished face, the fevered hand
bring him illness, accident or disa- and
running behind and can't get along Who slights the worthiest in the land,
bility to earn his daily wage and without it. That is all nonsense and Sneers at the just, contemns the
it is beginning to be the recognized we all know it. When the gambling
brave,
duty of the state as representing all, question came up before the people And blackens goodness in its grave.
'o provide measures that will relieve of Roswell some years ago, advocated In truthful numbers be she sung,
a
the workers of the dread of sickness by the Record, Mayor Hinkle and
with the Serpent's
number of prominent people, of the The Woman
and old age. Germany, England and
Tongue.
city, we were told that the public
have thus provided for schools were barely able to struggle Concerning whom, fame hints at
other
things
their workmen and have thus robbed along, and could not do without the
Told
but in shrugs and whisperings;
and
from
derived
argambling
money
socialism of one of its strongest
Ambitious
from her natal hour,
column after column of figures were
And scheming "all her life for power;
guments. Says the Youths" Compantime
At
that
to
it.
prove
produced
With little left of seemly pride;
ion:
the schools were always short of
"An eminent Englishman who re- money, frequently the school year With venomed fangs she cannot hide;
Who half makes love to you today,
cently visited the United States de- was cut down to seven months, and Tomorrow gives her guest away.
Yet
was
empty.
clared on more than one occasion his the school treasury
Burnt up with by the strange soul
was abolished, and immeconviction that in spite of the progres-sivenes- s gambling effect was beneficial to the She cannot slake or yet control;
diately the
,
unkind, unsweet;
and liberality on which school finances. They were placed on Malignant-lippedall example indiscreet;
Past,
to
are
a solid foundation, guess work as
Americans pride themselves, they
Hectic, and
overstrung;
to be depended The Womanalways
with the Serpent's
by nature more conservative than the the amount of money
upon was eliminated, and school has
Tongue.
people of England, France or Ger- ever
since been held for the full term
many.
of nine months, and now the school To think that such as she can n.r,
"He justified his opinion by point- treasury has a surplus of something Names that
among the noblest are;
ing out the slight impression which like twelve to fifteen thousand dol- That hands like hers can touch the
Socialism has so far made upon Amer- lars. So will it be with the city and
springs
the saloons."
That move who knows what men and
icans. They are not considering with
things?
pensions PRODUCTION
any seriousness the old-agOF
FERMENTED That on her will their fates have
which England and Germany have al,
,
,
hung;
LIQUORS.
Association The Woman1 ""with tti
ready provided. They look askance at
Tli,e United Breviers'
Tongue.
the government ownership of rail- has honored the Xew Mexican with a
beer
of
the
table
showing
production
roads and other industrial properties,
MAGNIFICENT ENDORSEMENT.
by states for the past two years in
although many European countries the effort to
The Denver Post and the Albuquerprove that the advance of
have gone far along that way, They the dry wave is not hurting the brew- que Citizen-Tribun- e
much
make
are less Inclined than his own people, ing business to any extent, thus rob- of the fact that the Honor interests
he thought,, to- modify their judicial bing itself of the only valid .argument have inaugurated a movement to oust I
far put forth that prohibition ,' Judge John R. McFIe from the bench,
procedure, their political institutions thus
throws thousands of worthy people and that a petition signed by thirteen
He might out of
Or their religious beliefs.
work, deprives the farmer of a of the "twenty" attorneys of the First
have tadded that American woman market for his barley and his hops, judicial district has signed a raft of
suffragists, although quite as much and the transportation business of charges against the judge, who after
in earnest as their English sisters, considerable revenue. During the past- service upon the bench of more than
fer- ;v decade naturally has displeased men
of
fiscal year the production
prosecute their campaign by methods j mented liquor in the United States here and there. "Thirteen" is a sig-- !
far less sensational and unusual,
' amounted to 56,303,497 barrels, while nificant number but it is understood
"No doubt there is much conserva- the year before it was 58,747,GS0 bar- - that four of these have already
a loss in one year of 2,444,183 plained that they signed under a mis- tive sentiment in America. Its inThe New Mexico Reor 4.14 per cent. But this loss, apprehension.
barrels
fluence is emphasized in political mat190G
can
not
small
for
as
it is,
gave the number of atports
comparatively
ters by the written constitutions hut be significant. In the natural torneys in the First judicial district as
which limit rigidly both state and na- course of events there would have "forty-four.- "
Since then, this numbeen a gain in the number of barrels ber has increased to more than "fifty"
tional authority, and make the
"thirsystem less plastic than produced, so that the dry wave can be and practically all except those
recommena
in
have
loss
for
written
teen"
accountable
held
producstrong
that of England, for example. But, on tion of at least five million barrels, dations to
Attorney General Wicker-shathe other hand, we are in many re- which means that at least $20,000,000
expressing their confidence in
spects much less conservative than less were expended by the poor man Judge McFie, his experience, his
for drink and went to the grocery and learning, his impartiality, his integEuropean countries.
"The taxation of unimproved land, other stores, or into homes and gard- rity. "It was very significant, that
which the new budget proposes, ens or other channels. It means $20,- - just after two locai lawyers had
strikes all England as daringly revo- 000,000 more happiness each year dis- - signed the petition against Judge Mc- lutionary. It has always been practic- tributed among thousands of families. Fie, that the New Mexican the followed in this country. In England, until If that were the only result of the dry ing day found that two suits had been
filed in the district court in the intera few years ago, one might not marry wave, it would be worth while.
The same table shows that New ests of one liquor firm at Albuquerhis deceased wife's sister a . clear
survival from medieval times. The Mexico produced only 24,525 barrels que, one being filed by one lawyer
liouors in the past fiscal and the other by another, showing
English universities still insist on
Greek as a prerequisite to admission. year, a loss of 9.81 per cent over the how carefully and judiciously the liThe monarchial pretensions to which year before. There are six states and quor interests know how to distribute
Germany submits, the close connec- territories that produced less, but as their rewards.
However, it is idle to waste any
tion between church and state which a manufacturing industry in this great
on that gentry for the departferof
commonwealth
space
unthe
use
production
of
titles
the
retains,
England
ment
of
a
is
mented
quanjustice at Washington is well
of
negligible
liquors
der a republican form
government
informed
and there is not the least
in
these
tity.
which France
permits
doubt about the reappointment of
i
things Europe is conservative and
GOVERN- - Judge McFie to the bench, who has
America is radical.
BETTER
MUNICIPAL
been given the most magnificent and
"After all, the conclusion depends
MENT.
on the point of view. Each nation is
The agitation for a commission form hearty endorsement by the bar and
more conservative in some respects of government in New Mexico will the public that any territorial judge
and more progressive in others than not cease until the legislature has has ever filed at the national capital.
its neighbors. Therein lies the secret placed upon the statute books a bet-That there is work for the tax' comof the interestin and stimulating di- - j ter law than the present one providing
versity among the peoples of the for the Roswell and commission mission appointed by Governor Curry
forms. In fact, the New Mexican is is apparent from the following item
earth."
certain, that some of the more pro- from the Roswell Register-TribunWHAT DOES IT PROFIT?
gressive towns of the territory will and, which, it will be noted, refers to
There is some doubt in the minds of not wait for such a law, just as the conditions in a Democratic
county
the public what the profit in selling advanced communities of the lower which has boasted of its correct, asbeer and whisky really Is. From the Pecos valley did not wait for a local sessments:
"The board of county commissionstrenuous efforts made to maintain option or prohibition law, but will find
the trade at all costs and the vast a way of their own to give their peo- ers have recently discovered nearly
sums spent to fight prohibition, it ple the benefits of a modern, business $40,000 worth of taxable property
beems clear that profits must be enor- form of government.
Says the Albu- which did not appear on the assessment rolls. This move on the part of
mous. A Roswell exchange states querque Morning Journal:
that one saloon man in that city has
"Gloucester, Mass., is tinder the the board is commendable and we
offered to pay $15,000 a year license commission form of government, and suggest that an attorney be employIf he is given the exclusive saloon the mayor and his four associates on ed, upon a commission, to look after
franchise for the municipality. At the board, have Just issued a state.-men- t unreturned property, said commission
to the voters, reviewing the first being taxed against the unlisted proppresent, Roswell, derives a revenue
of $12,000 a year ttpm saloons and Al- year of work under the new form. The erty. .Taxes are high 'and all should
buquerque $40,000 a year, and a drink city debt has been reduced $18,000; assist in bearing the burden. A cattle
costs no more at Roswell or Albuquer- all bills have been paid; roads are re- company that does not know whether
que than at Santa Fe. Santa Fe needs ported in superior condition, although it owns 1,500 or C.000 head is safely
the money just as much as do Ros- they have cost $6,000 less than in for- in need of a competent manager. An
well and Albuquerque and next April, mer years; the bookkeeping methods occasional 'roundup' by the county
a good thing
is
one of the piedges of each candidate of the municipality have bee l revised commissioners
i
for municipal office should be that if and Improved, and public buildings for the tax rolls."
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A. HUGHES,

PALEN,
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J.

President
L

Assistant Cashier.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

!

Vice-Preside-

r.

.

j

Mile

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

lonar mmi

Attorney-at-Law-

E. C. ABSOTT,

...

careful-attentio-

Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profits,
Surplus
75,000

CHARLES F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

Transacts a general banking business in alt its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

pi

CATRON

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

,

VOLNEY HOWARD,
and Counselor at Law ,'
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
i
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 19,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
RENEHAN
A.

iKru rLruTJTjrrvnn.ru"
urjnrun

B.

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and

Dia-tri- ct

Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
.
Santa Fe
, New Mexico

IHL.

Cuisine and
Table Service

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

p ROP ,

One of the Best Hotels in

C. W.

the West

Sample
Lrge
Room
Com-merci-

G.

WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexice

for
Travelers

eel led

Unex

G. W. PRICHARD,

PALACE HOTEL

W LMJAM V AUGHN

al

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Practio in the District Courte at
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico

WASHINGTON AVENUE

j,3- -'

WILLIAM

AMERICAN AND

McKEAN,

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Mining and Land Law.
. . New Mexico
-

Taos

NORTHCUTT

Jesse

G.

&

ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,

Northcutt,
Attorney-at-La-

f

w.

Offices:
Raton, N." M., and Trinidad,; tolora&i i
J
j:
?

wmMMBwBamSm

e. lacome'

'

'

1

V

-

H. M. "DO U GH E RTY
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
.

-

Socorro

:
"

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

"

1

FIRST CLASS CAFE

-

-

GEORGE

"WE DO

EDWARD C. WADE,

CORONADO
rFlret Class

RATES 50c and up

Esstauiaat in

Offices.

Las Cruces

HOTEL

TJ. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Lf- - Cruces
New Mexioi
Eastern and local bank references.

Ccaapaecticaa.

H.

ftoriftly

Tolte

Up -

.

;

: :?:.

;'

,

HOTEL MODERN
In Every Room

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Batbs.

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

BUTNAM,(

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texico
New Mexico
.

CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET

Hot and Cold Water

a

Court Commissioner and

U. 8.

First Class and

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.

,G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

OPEN Day & Nijrht

.

.

Practices in the Supreme and DIa
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

THE BEST,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

THE

New Mexico

BARBER,

Attorney-at-Law-

FitESB THE Bl'TTON

-

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPractices In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico

IN CONNECTION"

a Good One,

ex-rel-

.

DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

&

Renehan,

'

-

CATRON,
.
Catron Block.
New Mexico

G.

,

i

&

Counsellors-at-Law-

Attorney

..

.

.

Land and Mining business a
cialty.
Santa Fe
New Merle

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency .public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
S and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
c as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes ior ret. The patronage of the
- f.

.

Practice in the District and Supreme Co arts. Prompt and
given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

e

s'

New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

-

.

Santa Fe

OF SANTA FE.

i

Cards

Castor.

H. VAUSHJI,
B. READ,

1909- -

DECEMBER 22,

WEDNESDAY,

'

R. W. WITTMAN,

,

.,,.
Copies furnished

Draftsman.-..-

.

of records on fil

TJ. S.

Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
-

NEEL
Geo. M. Neel.

& COOPER,
Robt. L. Cooper.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
plans, maps, estimafes,
construction, water supply and duty.
Office:
East Side of Plaza. Santa Fe.
Surveys,

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Pifl
Don't

Fa'l

to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
'

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden f lacques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

5

f

Many

other
articles

that
attract

r

THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10

J. S, CANDELARld
301-30- 3

San Francisco bt.

Santa Fe, N,M.

Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03888)

No

8087.

Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

November 2G, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
obato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
i
m., wno. on ssepiemDer la, 1904,
made Homestead Entry (Serial 038881
No. 8087, for SE. 4 SW.
Sec; 28.
E.
NW. 4 & NW.
NE.
'of
Section 33,' Township 12 Ni; Range 12
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five; year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
or Receiver, U. S, Latoji Omce'atjanta
Fe, N. M., pn thje 12'ta 'dky 6f January,
I

4

2

191".

1--

4

1--

"

Claimant names as witnesses:
Todosio Lobato, Adelaldo Marquez,
Juan Baca, , Benjamin Baca, all of
'
Lebya, New Mexico.
MANUEL R., OTERO,
.
Register.
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BOY
THE 15 YEAR beOLD
a business man,

mi

TNT I DM

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

today, will, in ten years,
If you have a son, it is your duty to train him in
busiaess methods, io give him tha benefit of your
ousiness experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow-iDwill give
up. There is no other one thing thai
and
conception of (.
hin a more proper insight
business than havirg his own baLk account!
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

of

Judge K. V. Ixnc;, attorney from
I.as Veijas, is registered at the Claire.
Miss Maude Hancock, lias returned
to Estancia to spend the Christmas
holidays.
Merchant AW M. Tabcr of Clorieta,
southern Santa Fe comity, is stopping
at the Claire.
F. B. 'White, a traveling man from
Denver, was anions last night's arrivals at the Claire.
G. A. Clark of Palo Alio, Calif., is
in
town seeing the sights. He is a
CO
BANK &
UNITED
guest at the Claire.
Mrs. .1. Frank ('urns left last evening for Tempe, near Phoenix, Ariz.,
Santa Fe, K. ,M.
to visit her parents.
Capital $50,000'
Alex Bowie, a mining manager from
Callup. arrived last evening taking
quarters at the Palace.
DIRECTORS
Carl P. Young, a forest service
man from Silver City, is in town on
G. FRANKLIN FLICK
OFFICERS
official business. He is quartered at
"
the Claire.
W! S. DAVIS.
G. FRANKLtN FLICK, President.
Dr. J. H. Sloan Is home from El
..
I
jn
lilt
N. B. LAUGH LIN ... ......
W. S. pAVIS, Cashiei.
Rito, Rio Arriba county, where he was
called to attendant engineer of the
:
.
J. B. LAMY
W. E. GRiFFIN, Asst. Cashier.
Denver and Rio Grande survey corps
who is seriously ill.
R. H. HANNA
E. E. Van Horn, territorial cattle
FREDERICK MULLER
inspector returned yesterday from
Cerrillos where he looked after a shipment of a carload of mules which
were sent to Oklahoma.
V.
John
County Superintendent
Conway left for Cerrillos this noon to
address the public school at that
"
We are selling at cost oar line of ancy hand painted plates, c ups
place. C. F. Miller and F. P. Quin-tanand saucers, fruit bowls, sugar bowls, cream pitciiers, toilet
LISTEN !!!
are the teachers and report an
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
attendance of 147.
and other aricles too numerous too mention.
bottles,
j
J. B. Hay ward, business man of
also have a full stick of skites,
.
Denver Colorado.
Moriarty, Torrance county, is in Sanw?ons, toy tool cibinets, parcolotors.
ta Fe on business. He reports several
watches, carviDg sets, DUt sets, silver ware, revolver.-- , football and baseball
goods and everything: in chairs and furniture of all kinds.
days of extreme cold at Moriarty, during which the thermometer dropped
to twenty degrees below zero.
L. Bradford Prince returned last evening from a rather
New
A M
Fine
strenuous tri;i to El Rito, Rio Arriba
Catron Block
Santa Fe. N. M.
county, where he attended a meeting
of the board of regents of the
s
erican
Normal school, of which
board he is the president.
NOW
VKKY
REAL ESTATE
JNSURANCE- - -- SURETY
J 1.IIW ATPHil'tS.
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y
This of all seasons make matkiDd more charitable
Pino is up from Galisteo to accomFibboD
A,s"
Ostrich
Flumes,
ODe
to another. The spirit cf chperful giving is repany home his daughter who is a
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her
relatives
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spend
ESTABLISHED IN 1882
for Hats.
Choose early if yon wonld choose wisely
at Galisteo. Mr. Pino says that it was"
AD1ES Fancy Collars, Back Combs
twenty below zero at Galisteo on SunWe represent the BEST of the "OLD
day, morning.
We hive a splendid army cf sei vicible things to
and Embroidery Materials.
LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST
Jay Tnrley, the well known irrigafioin. You can find here many suggestions, a
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this
of
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Insurance, let us write it for you.
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MISS
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which are mentioned below.
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in Santa Fe on legal business.
Mr.
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says that since
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Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
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alfalfa ranches. By dealing with Vus, you
druifitfen men, while! pefore jttiat
a
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
'i
are assured of a ''Square Deal'- drunken man was not an 'aaiusual
Furniture Sets.
the north at 10:15
Train leaves-fosight on the streets t)f Aztec. 4 Santa X"e, 3;T.
HO San. riandseo St.
Flione X5e& ISO
Abe Spiegel berg1? proprietor of tffe a. .m. , :
The new Marathon racers, Toy
Train arrives from the north at 4
curio store on Sun Francisco street
m- wagons. Mechanical toys, Gift
arrived safely in Denver and is being
)
taken care of at the St. Joseph HosBooks, English baby Go-cart- s
etc.
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New Mexico Central.
FreeDr.
Leonard
Tomorrow
pital.
To have that SUiTtcleiped, pressed and put in good shape
,Trajn leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
an operation on his
man
.
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Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25
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stomach,' it being believed that the
vve win
Scissors
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operation will entirely relieve him os
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his trouble. Dr. Halls prominent DenThe Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
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bed room slip
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ver
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physician
with Nos. 10 anj from the scuth and
208 WEST PALAOK AVE
PHONE 203 BLACK
tion.
west, and Xo. 3 from the east at La.
pers, Hand embroidered corset
I unction.
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
ONLY SALOON IN
1500 SQUARE MILES.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Neckties, Suspenders. HandkerLeaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
AGENCY
INSURANCE
REALTY &
chiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
County Commisffioners Determined to with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
in oak or
Out
of
One
Put Even That
(INCORPORATED)
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
Shaving
Business.
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa.'Fe, N. M. '
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
S from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
Does a general ABSTRACT. RKAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business,
Pajamas etc.
Spokane, Wash., Dee. 22 Kiona,
town
Benton
in
loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
an unincorporated
Long Camonas, Handmade work
$20,000.00 at low rate of interest i ' :
southwest of
county, Washington,
a
in
saloon
the
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
has
only
Spokane,
square
territory embracing 1,500
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
miles. Ten saloons thrived in the
CO.
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local option law
WOODY'S HACK; LINE district before thea short
FOr FfltllPF P'Pes, Cigar humidores, Felt
time ago. It
became effective,
per8 A Victor or Edison Phono- is given out that the county commisFrom
THE LEADING
graph will amuse the whole family
sioners will not renew the license,
OF
SWITZERLAND
BARRANCA TO TAOS
thus making the territory between
A THOUSAND OTHER VALVABLK AND
Meets Both North South Granger and Kennewick, 75 miles, the
INTERESTING THINGS TO SKLECT FROM
THE VALLEY RANCH
largest "dry" district in Washington.
Bounds Trains.
Scores of towns in Spokane, Stevens,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Whitman, Lincoln, Kittitas, Yakima,
A famous old Spanish Land' Grant
beautifully and historically situate': the north bound train and arries at Adams, Grant and Garfield counties
THE RACKET STORE.
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sa
Taos at 7 p. m.
voted "dry" at'the recent election.
, level and surrp'tDded, by pine and
Ten miles shorter than any other The town of, Granger was granted a
Christmas Specialities
spruce covered roountainsof upwards
Good
hack and license as an inducement to secure a
to 13000 feet with' sunshine every day ' way. teams.':. convenient
in
first class hotel. There are many
good
it;
In the year such as no disease germ
DON'T FORGET THE
eastern Washington who believe that
can live In.' The greatest health giv.
not
when
Comorto.-blCandies and Nuts
sa.x3.g-efar distant
practhe time is
ing country in the world. 26;miles
of
state
town
in
the
east of Santa Fe.
every
tically
Trip
for the children's stockings H
Washington will be in the "dry" colSplendid trout fishing In Sumcities
the
and
that
umn,
eventually
mer and all fcinds. of hunting.
will join with them. The liquor inHORSEBACK .ridings-TENNIterests are not sparing themselves in
ete,
OUR LINE OF
an effort to retain their hold on the
cities, and it cannot be said they left
Package Candles, Bulk Can$10.03 and 12 00 per week
dles Nuts, Table Raisins; Packanything undone at the last town
lidlGo Saddle Hors, $1.50 per day or
age Crackers, Package Wafers
elections.
$5.00 per week.
Christmas Candles Is complete
leaves
Basket
Monday
Tuesday
t
Illustrated
for
Write tod ay
pamph
We have now in stock and are every day
and all Information
Returns Thursday nd Friday. TIME TABLE OF
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CHRISTMAS WANTS
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for

Mexice.

Opportunity For
Xmas Selection
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The Coming Christmas.

COMPANY

WATSON
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For the Baby
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For the
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now is the iiml

Youngsters

will-perfor-

set,

For the

Young Lady

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
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Young Man
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For Mother
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& CO.
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$5.00
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IMPEKUL LAUNDRY

D

,

J. F.

S

For Best Laundry Work

MILLER Mgr. Yalley Ranch H. M.

AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Phone No 23
F. O. BROWN,

LOCAL TRAINS

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Red

Agent.

WE HAVE
Christmas Candles in
all sizes and Colors

receiving goods for Christmas.
We have an elegant line of gentleman's
ties, nose acd hose supporters, mufflers
etc
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, rib-boneckwear, handkerchiefs, hose, fell
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns roya! flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite everyone to call and
look over our stock and we feel sure we can
r
:
please you.
ns

CHRISTMAS TIME IS
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IF YOU WANT TO GET
-- WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
-
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Fancy Shelled Walnuts
"
"
Almonds
"
"
Pecans

f-

ST.
SANTA FE N. M.

SAN

FANCY CITRON ORANGE
PEEL DATES FIGS

& LEMON

etc.

.

-

argains In
pecial a mas ucsIngrain
Carpets, Fiber
Davenports, Leather Rockers,.
Rooms
Mission
Axmister
Sets, Missioa
Umfng'
Rugs,
Carpets,
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

H.S.

E

8C

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block

PGE

SIX.
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census.

-

I

SOCIETIES.

MAiONil.

Washington, Dec. 22. President
Taffs ringing address to the census
supervisors, from the eastern states,
in conference here, was intended not
only for them, but, also for all the
other supervisors, for the candidates
for enumerators' places, the politicians, and the world in general. He
said:
"I am very glad to see you. Yon
number about a third of the force upon which we have to rely to take the

f'

Montezurua Lodge N
1, A. F. & A. M. h
ular conimunicatios
first Monday of tacs
month
at
MasoniJ
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASS! B
Worthy Master

ALAN 2. McCORD, Secretary
Santa Fe Chapter No 1,
R. A. M.
,
Regular cue
vocation second Monday or
each month at Masn
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. h. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary

expressed my opinion about

the character of your duties when I
wrote a letter to Mr. Durand. I did
not write that letter just for the fun

low-price-

m

FRATERNAL

Taking the Census is Not a Political
Job But Means Business in
Every Phase.

are
Seme of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
passed tinder the gentle, kindly light of the evening lamp.
If it he the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
an added charm makes reading and sewing easy.
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.
The Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white light.
It is the least trying of any artificial light. Made
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
central draught burner.
d
The Rayo is a
lamp, but you cannot
get a better lamp at any price.

DAILY

AGAIN

WARNS SUPERVISORS.

of having it published. I wrote it to
SaDta Fs Commandery No
be a genuine instruction to you, and
23
4 45 p it .
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then
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"
7
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I
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a.m.
N. M.
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Nasf.
..10p.m.
"
H. F. STEPHENS, B. C.
" Harlan
7 25 a.m.
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of course, there will be pressure.
2.28 p.m.
89
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"
"
7 00 a. m,
" Ute Park
69
45 p.m.
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PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
"Many of you most of you have
been recommended by Congressmen,
with E. P. A II. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N
;j Connects
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
and it may be that some of these
14th
M., 6:15 p. m.
ex
will
to
come
and
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Congressmen
you
of Denver, was here the past week
Connect! with E. P. 41 . W. Ry. train No. 1Z3 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
examined the copper claim of pect, because they did recommend Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
and
:C5 a. m.
.John Hall, Sr., and others, in Good you, that, you owe them something in on the third Monday of each month
Stage for van Houttn, N. M., meett train at Pretton, N. M.
Palace.
Fortune canon in the San Andreas, the way of selecting men as enum- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening Is
follows:
C A S.
trains arrive and depart from Dee Moines
Fort Sumner; j also zinc claims in Taylor canon and erators who will help them in their Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Paiengr
L. C. VanHecke,
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Congressional election. You have got Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-tAle.. Bowie. Gallup.
copper claims in Lava Gap. He was
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0t a. m.
sense and discretion. You dlally invited to attend,
use
Claire.
well pleased with the have
especially
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, t:12 p. m.
got to select the men that you
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
B. Young. Silver City; Joseph former claims and
Carl
in
to
nut,
expects
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Pretton, with C.
do the work, and if you j
will
think
Venerable Master.
G.
V.
M.
Taber, Glorieta;
soon. Tularosa
considerable capital
W at Colfax. N. M.. and Cimarron A Routledge,
a S. at Des Moines. E. P
catch the nidoing political work I HENRY F. STEPHENS 32.
F. B. White,
Cal.:
A.
Palo
Alto,
xews.
Clark,
valley
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
wish you to remove them, just as I
Secretary.
Sam E. Palmer, Denver; J. A. tannMiner Dies of His Injuries Pablo will remove you if I catch you doing!
Cimarron, N. M is depot . r the following polnte In New Mexico: Ocato
Las
V.
K.
Tres
Long,
er.
Piedras;
Giro ii. the miner who was injured by political work. It is business.
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
B. P. O. E.
an explosion of giant powder near
ite Park, N. M., is depot for following polnte In New Mexico: Arroyo Vesas.
'I am not quarreling with the Con- Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. ..
Modern.
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
feeco. Arroyo Hondo. Baidy. Black Lakes.
Cerro,
Hard Scrabble, died of his injuries at gressmen. Each man is looking for holds its regular session on the
H. C.
II. E. Demarest,
Denver;
his home in this city on Tuesday of all the aid he can get to get back
Questa. Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and fourth Wednesdays of eaci
Stewart, Albuquerque; Walter Carr, last week. Magdalena Xews.
into his place, and I am not objecting month.
W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
P. J. DEDMAIN.'
Visiting brothers are Invite
Weldon, Ky.
But and welcome.
a Week There was a to the efforts in that direction.
DAVID KNAPP.
Cars
Fifteen
V. Ores, and Gen Wgr
Coronado.
Gen Pass- Agent
Superintendent
little increase in the shipment of ore you are the gentlemen that I want
Exalted Ruler.
M.
Peter
Mrs.
J.
Buckman;
N
Hartley,
M
to make responsible,
Mr. J. D.
RATON. N. M
RATON,
through
HATON, N- - M.
the
total
from
last
SENA,
this
week,
Secretary.
camp
. Hall ami sons,
Latter, La Plata; J.
Durand, for taking this census, and
Du- - ' ' t'le shipment being fifteen cars of
Charleston, Okla.; John Kiva
are the gentlemen I rely upon,
j ere.
Mar-i you
The shippers were C. W.
Knghts of Pythias.
rango; E. F. Miller, Taos.
and if I can't rely upon you, then I
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
T.
B.
W.
W.
Scar
sails,
Randall,
am going to direct Mr. Durand to let
1st ana 3d
Corn-paRegular
borough and the Eighty-Fivme know about it, and I will see if Pythias. in monthmeeting
at 8 o'cloek la I.
v. West rn Liberal.
Tuesdays
I can't help him out with somebody O. O. F.
hall, San Francisco St. VisitHelvetia Copper Company W. C. else.
invited to attend.
ing
Knights
Stubing, superintendent of the Hel- "I take great pride in this census.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
vetia Copper Company, accompanied I believe we can make it the best
IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
option with , A M Ra,
Big Deal in Mexico-- An
eninee, were in census that has been taken, if we take
a view to purchase has been obtain- town Monday to take a look at. the it as a cansus, and do not use ft and
consciousness, the police are
ed by the Exploration Company, Ltd., hot blast, smelter
being erected by the regard it as incidental to something regained
of London, on the mining properties Bonney Company. Mr. Stubing re- else.
making every effort to ascertain the
of the party responsible for
of the Reforma Mining & Milling Com turned but. Mr. Baker remained to see
"Now, you are not well paid. This identity
woman's condition.
the
young
uue
ui
ui
at
iue
.viorauu
pany
uamjio
in. They have is not a business that is going to en()le smeter blown
1 he
consideration made a shipment of ore here which rich any one of you; but it is a busiGuerrero. Mexico.
According to the story told by Miss
or $10,(100,000 will be run
she had attended a dance in
is 20,000.000 pesos
through the smelter to sat- - ness that is worth doing well, and I Arnold,
American. Should the purchase be isfy the Helvetia Company that the hope it will turn out so that when the Club building. She went to the
buC not
nnany consummated u.e ueu.
smelter will do the work on its ores, the census is taken we shall all have dance with a woman friend,
prove the largest mining transaction. Th(? companv. hag t0 hau) ,t8 snippjng pride in the fact that we were a part long after her arrival there the friend
disappeared.
in th history of Mexico. The selRftg ' ,.B i!rIlfppn
tn (h(1 rJnrnaA in taking it, however humble.
"I am glad to meet you, gentlemen.
company is controlled by the Ortiz nnd jf jt CBn hau) mftta, jnstead of Qre
Shortly after midnight she met a
fanlil' of the City of Mexico. The it nmkeg a .niR 8avini?. Mr. Partridge I would be glad to say this same thing man who proposed that he accompany
to your fellows, but having this op- her home. She declined, stating she
Including
properties cover a surface area of 2,therp lg nQ d(Hbt bl)t the ameter
lec- had company and that his services
500 acres and the total workinss have wi1
hand)e the Helvetia ores most portunity of delivering a little
not restrain myself from were not needed. Nothing more was
could
I
ture,
a total length of over six miles. A economically.
Western Liberal.
so. I mean every word I have said regarding the matter at that time
concentrating plant and two lead
Assessment
Work Jack doing
Doing
by either.
smelters have been in operation for QuInIevln of Alamogordo, who has said."
some time, and the intention is to in- Later Miss Arnold claims she was
in
the White 0aks
nlining lnterest8
j stall in the
near future, a pynttc dIgtrjct s,)ent Mondav in this town. THREE OFFICIALS
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Heart Strength

Hoart Streneth. or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
Ptrenmh. or Nerve W.akti.:- - nothing more.
itively. not one weak heart in a hundred is. in
uetually diseased. It is almo-- t always a
hidden tiny little nerve that
is all at fault.
This nbsrure nerve the ( ardiao. or Heart Nerve
simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart nm.--t continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys al.--o have
these same controlling nerves.
ci?his. c'early
why as a medicine. Dr.
has in the
Phoop s
done
much
lor w eak and ailing Hearts. I)r. past
shnop tirst sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating,
suffocating heart distress I)r. Shcoj's
tni
;
is alone directwi to
prescription
RITO popular
weak and wasting nerve centers.
It builds;
it strengthens; it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong di.
r'Stion. strengthen thes nerves
L. them as needed, with
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Address by
Bradford Prince, President
or

Dr. Shoop's

of Board.

Restorative

(Special Correspondence io The Xew
Mexican.)
El Rito, X. M., Dec. 2n. The Spanish-AXormal school has just

STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

SCIENTIFIC

merican

enjoyed a. very pleasant occasion. "In
expectation of the presence in town of

A

the institution, to hold
official
an
meeting, a reception had
been arranged for the evening of December IS, but the lateness of the
train on the Denvtr and Rio Grande
railroad as well as tue extremely cold
weather, made it impossible for the
trustees to arrive in time for this, and
the trustees

several

of

were prevented

MISCELLANY.

Material of Many Uses Peat Used
for Power Electic Music A
Tool With Mafjnet Clamp.

Resinit, a new material, is claimed
H. Lebach, a German, to lie superior for many uses to glass, celluloid and hard rubber.
It differs from
shellac and other natural resins, and
from various artificial resins, in be- ing
infusible, insoluble
and unaffected by acids and alkalies.
A mixture of
crystallized carbolic
acid and a 50 per cent solution of
formaldehyde is heated with potash,
soda or other alkali or natural salt.
The product is a yellowish, mobile
liquid, which is an impure resinit
with much water, and is adapted for
treating wood, paper, etc., to make
them hard and waterproof. Distilling
oft the water leaves a viscous liquid
of many possible applications. Heating the thick liquid for a certain time
t0 17(; degrees and then to 400 degree
F. changes it to pure resinit, a glossy,
vitreous solid, of red, brown or yellow
color, transparent or translucent, and
having a conchoidal fracture. Resinit

by

slow-burnin-

from coming

at all.
Xot to be disappointed, however,
the principal and students quickly arranged for a reception the succeeding
afternoon, and this proved a grand
success, Shortly after three o'clock,
all of the pupils gathered in the south
class room of the school building, together with President Prince and

Secretary Jaramillo of the board of
trustees, and a number of prominent
citizens as invited guests. Mrs. Dixon
had arranged a pleasant program of
exercises, which was opened by the
Lord's Prayer led by the pastor ot" the
El Rito parish, and cosisted of the
singing of Christmas carols, and re- citations mostly on 'Christmas topics,
an address of welcome from the
president of the Literary Society.
recitation by Mr. Rodriquez was
especially noteworthy.
Mrs. Dixon then called on Colonel
Jaramillo, who as resident trustee has
given a great deal of time to the wel- fare of the school, and he in turn, af- ter some appropriate remarks, intro-- '
L. Bradford. Prince, the
of
the board, who had
president
braved a 24 mile journey from Barran- ca, in an open wagon with the temper- below zero, in order to be pres- ent. Governor Prince expressed in
enthusiastic terms his great gratifica- tion at the remarkable success of the
institution. He gave a brief history
of the origin of the school, which
from the necessity of supplying
550 rural schools of. the territory
with teachers familiar with the coun- try and its people, and equipped in
districts where the former is the only
heard by them in their
home life. He told of the introduc- of the bill in the legislature and
the unexpected opposition which came
some of those who should natur- ally have been its strongest support- ers. Then he spoke of the splendid
success already achieved; of' the de- vention of those in charge and
the

can dye(1

and cut

tm.ned

and po).

Its great hardness and slight
brittleness unfit it for some purposes,
but it can be made more elastic and
easily worked by mixing with kiesel-witguhr, talcum, or other filler,
The peat electric station at
bersjo, Sweden, has been quietly
worked for five years, and has a fuel
supply for 30 years in a small bog of
37 acres, with peat five feet deep. The
two 150 horse power generators are
coupled direct to two gas engines,
which receive peat gas from two
The current is
producers.
conducted two or three miles to
Svedala, and used for
and power for several small
tries. The cost to consumers is about
f
cent per horse power per
hour.
Only tar is saved from the
waste, but late experiments indicate
that in a somewhat larger station the
sulphate of ammonia and other
products may be made to pay all
penses, leaving the
ished."
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sought from all over the
as teachers; and six are now
absent in charge of
schools.
He believed that it would be of far
practical importance to New
Mexico than any other territorial in- stitution, as it would improve the edu- s
cation of
of the new gen- eration; and referring to the words of
Colonel Jaramillo, who had referred
to him as former chief justice and
governor, he said that the highest
title by which he hoped to be remem- bered in the future was that of the
Spanish-AmericaFather of the
Normal school. He then spoke of the
importance of having collections of
various kinds in the school to interest
students, and suggested that all
aid in collecting a fine cabinet
of mineral specimens, and presented
30 varieties as a nucleus; and a num- ber of medals, including that of thd
300th anniversary of the settlement at
Chamita, as the commencement of a
collection.
Hon. Sixto Chaxes was then intro- duced and expressed the highest ap- of the excellent work be- ing done by the school and the fan- portance of its general object.' The
song "New Mexico," the words of
which were composed by Mrs. Dixon
terri- -

nine-tenth-

n

then sung and the exercises

There Is Only One
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Always remember the full name,
for this signature on every box

Look
25o,

WAITS

Women

d

You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow
complexions,
dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired, worn-oexpressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed
strength and
vitality to the worn-owomanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind.
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.
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The Woman's Tonic
Pi

After my doctor had done all he said he could for me "
writes Mrs. Wm. Hilliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Cardui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
"Before taking Cardui, I lad suffered from female
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
"I think there is some of fne best advice in
your book
that I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try it
Advisor, Dent .
Medicine Co.. Chatlanooea. Tenn..
tor ellV"f,'?;
Instructions, and st
book. "Hume Treatment for Women.- - sent free

YA.TKM Position as stenographer or bookkeeper by capable young
man. Inquire ro.im 3. Hotel Modern.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holdins Claim No. 1235.
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
Cnited States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N". M.. Nov. 15. i:'e9.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
10 and 17 of the act of March 3. lSfU.
(26 Stat., S54), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1S93, (27 Stat., 470),
and that said proof will be made before Register or Receiver, V. S. Land
Office. Santa Fe, New Mexico, on December 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holding claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
S E. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M- Romero. Jose
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N
-

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

e

g

ex-wa-

"Bromo Quinine"
That Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO

Pale-Face-

and prices are 10 to 25 higher today
Corn May (15
July 65
as a result. Colorado beef steers are
July 42
OatsMay 45
Pork .Ian. 21.45; May 21.52
selling at $4.30 to $5; some choice
Colorado feeders at $5, stockers $4 to
Lard .Ian. 12.60; May 11.82
-,
$1. :!.and cows and heifers $3.50 to
Ribs Jan. 11. ST 2't 12; May 11.
$1.75. New Mexico cows are selling 22
at $3.10 to $3.00, canners $2.75 to
rocK.
$3.15. bulls around $3.25. heavy calves
Chicago. 111., Dec. 22. Cattle Re$4.50 to $5.50, veals $i.50 to $S. The
10
bn-'alast week was only temporary, ceipts, 21.O00; market, weak to
as the big run of cattle could not cents lower. Reeves $ l.OOf S.50; Texpossibly keep on coming, and the as steers $l.0o?x 4.80; western steers
of $4. (MIT; 4.65; stockers and feeders $3.00
recovery
quick and substantial
prices today gives encouragement to V5.25; cows and heifers $2.oofY5.50;
cattle feeders than the market will calves ?7.25fT( 8.25.
hold up good from now on.
Hogs
Receipts, 35,000; market,
10 cents lower.
Light $7.So?( 8.25; M.
to
lambs
the
arrived
Sheep and
amount of 31,000 head last week, a mixed $S. 00? 8.40; heavy $S.lUf8.40;
Any person who desires to protest
good to choice against the allowance of said proof, or
fair run for the second week in De- rough $8.10(3 8.20;
cember, and the market closed the heavy $8.20(fS.40; pigs $7.O0ffi7.S0; who knows of any substantial reason
week without much net change in bluk of sales $8.1 Oft 8.35.
under the laws and regulation of the
were
fluctuations
Sheep
Receipts, 28,000; market, Interior Department why such proof
prices, although
THIRTEEN BELOW THE
more evident than during the pre- 5 and 10 cents lower. Native $3.50S should not be alowed will be given an
COLDEST IN SANTA FE. vious week. Supply today is 5000 5.60; western $3.75 (a 5.60; yearlings opportunity at the
head, market steady. Some Colorado $0.40Ti7.25; lambs native $5.75(S.25; time and place to
the wr
Weather Bureau Has Complete Rec- - lambs sold at $7.75 today, but $8 western $5.75 8.30.
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
would not be an outside price for
Kansas City, Mo.. Dec. 22. Cattlf
ords Since the Year
evidence in rebuttal of that submitchoice lambs. Arkansas valley year- Receipts, 4,000, including 200 south- ted by claimant.
1872.
lings sold up to $7.15 last Thursday, erns; market, steady to strong. NaMANUEL R. OTERO,
season for yearlings tive steers
this
price
highest
southern
$4.SOtfi7.50;
in
Register.
The following is the record'
posand wethers are worth $5.25 to
session of the local weather bureau ewes $4.80 to $5.25. Several $5.75, steers $3.75 ft 6.25; southern cows
shipNotice for Publication.
showing the temperature below zero ments of pea fed lambs from the $2.7514.25; native cows and heifers
feeders
stockers
)
and
Small
$2.606.25;
1ST2:
Holding Claim No. 1S95.
since,
San Luis valley are en route, and
$3.25fi5.15; hulls $3.00(T( 4.60 ; calves
Serial 012030. Not Coal Land.
November 17, 1SS0. C below.
will be on the market tomorrow, with
western steers $3.75
$4.75'fiS.oo;
Department of the Interior,
November 1, 1880, 11 below.
prospects of landing on a good spot, 5.75; western cows $2.75 rsi'4.55.
United States Land Office.
December 24, 1S7G. 1 below.
if quality is up to representations of
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
December 25, 1879, 13 below.
12,000;
market,
Receipts,
Hops
owners. Some goats have sold lateNotice is hereby given that the
10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.00
December 30, 1880, 3 below.
to
at
and
$3.90
$4.25,
ly
feeding
named claimant has filed noDecember 31. 1880. 3 below.
lambs from New Mexico sold at $6.50 8.30; heavy $8.30f 8.35; packers and
tice
his intention to make final
of
December 31, 1SS2, 1 below.
weighing under 50 lbs. other feeding butchers $S.10ff) S.35 ; light $7.80
in support of his claim under
proof
(g
7.50.
December 31 1S84. 2 below.
to
8.25;
$6.75
lambs at $6.40
$6.75.
pigs
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
December 12, 1885. 1 below.
Sheep
Receipts, 4,000; market, 3. 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended
Clay, Robinson Report.
8
22.
below.
December
1887,
After the bad trade last week prices 10 cents lower. Muttons $4.255.65; by the act of
February 21, 1893 (27
December 7, 1S91. 1 below.
today ruled 15 to 25 cents higher. Re- lambs $6.257.90; fed western weth- Stats., 470), and that said proof wilt
2
December 30, 1S95,
below.
fed be made before Register or Receiver
ceipts today were 4.S0O. Best beef ers and yearlings $4.756.75;
December 18. 1909, 2 below.
steers $8 to $9; medium to choice, western ewes $4.505.25.
11. S. land office, Santa Fe, X. M., on
December 19, 1909. G below.
$5.50 to $7.50; best cows $4 to $5;
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
medium $3 to $4; best bulls $3.25 to
December 20. 1909, 3 below.
f Cerrillos, X. M., for tne small hold-t'FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
$4.25; best veals $6 to $7.50; good to
January 25, 1872, 5 below.
claim Xo. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
choice heavy feeders $4.30 to $5.50:
15 X., R. 8 E., of the N. M. P. M.
January 4, 1878, 2 below.
good to choice stock steers $3.75 to
At these Springs you can get a new
January 9, 1879, 2 below.
He names the following witnesses
2
$4.25; good to choice stock neifers lease of life perfect rest health
30.
1880.
below.
o prove his actual continuous adverse
January
$3 to $5.50; good to choice stock steer and beneficial recreation.
Here are possession of said tract for twenty
January 8, 18S1, 4 below.
calves $1 to $5; good to choice stock the famous curative waters unsur - ears next
8
below.
January 9, 1SS1,
preceding the survey of the
heifer calves $3.50 to $4.50.
passed for the treatment of rheuma- township, viz.:
January 22, 1881, 9 below.
tism, kidney, liver and stomach disMartin Baca, Jesus M. Romero. Jose
January 23, 1881, G below.
These waters possess medi- I'adilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cieneorders.
1 below.
1881,
24,
January
cinal properties unequaled even by ga, X. M.
January 20, 1S83, 8 below.
(he most noted health resorts "across
1883
13
21.
below.
Any person who desires to protest,
January
the pond."
MONEY AND METALS.
.gainst the allowance of said proof,
January 15, 1885. 1 below.
r who knows of any substantial rea-fi- n
Then you can "njoy your favorite
New York, Dec. 22. Lead steady
January 16. 1885. 3 below.
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467
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e
time and place to
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January 10, 1891, 1 below.
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January 28, 1895,
southwestern New Mexico, 60 day ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
mediums 2125; fine 1220.
January 4, 1897, 1 below.
AND
round trip tickets on the Santa Fe of that submitted by claimant.
LARD
RIBS.
GRAIN.
PORK,
2
January 22, 189S, below.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
i
Dec. 22 Wheat May 110 route. Address T. C. McDermott,
Chicago,
6
below.
1898,
25,
January
M.
N.
101.
Faywood,
Register.
July
3
below.
February 6. 1879
3
4.
below.
1S80,
February
February 14, 1880. 2 below.
February 11. 1881. 1 below.
February 12. 1SS1. 2 below.
February 18, 1889, 1 below.
February 9, 1891. G below.
A Story of
February 14. 1895, 7 below.
Graustark
February 15, 1895, 11 below.
February 1G, 1895, 2 below.
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
February 7, 1899, 5 below.
5
February 12, 1899, below.
This is a rousing, thrilling story of
This is the best selling novel tn America.
February 1G, 1903, 4 below.
THE
adventure and shivs the author of
or
as
3
February 13, 1905, below.
give them
If you read novels,
BOOK
HOLIDAY
1
below.
ike tremendously popular "BRASS
14,
1908,
February
presents, you will naturally want it,

as profit.
The choralcelo, the new kind of
piano, has the ordinary keys and
mers, which may be used if desired,
but is also provided with electro-tiomagnets, arrangad to vibrate the
wires without striking with the ham-fromers. The tones, when produced by
the action of the electromagnets, are
described as resembling those of an
organ combined with a stringed instrument, giving new possibilites of
melody.
In the labor-savindrill of Burk-bein- g
hardt, a German engineer, electro-tor-y
magnets on both sides hold the
chine firmly against the iron or steel,
and an electromotor rotates the tool
for drilling or other work of a
yard or general machine shop.
For the new rubberized leather of a
London factory, the hides are given
a protective chrome tanning, then the
pores are filled with rubber. Rabbit,
goat and sheep skins are made very
tough and water proof.
In the unique and advanced museum
idea of Dr. Goldschmidt of Brussels,
the aim is to go beyond inert models,
and bring the public into contact with
science in action, inviting visitors to
use apparatus instead of labeling it
"Don't handle." His first achieve-th- e
ment is a popular electrical labora-shoultory. This is in graded sections, so
that the visitor may first experiment
with sealing wax or magnets, then
with electric generators and motors,
passing to tubes in which he may
show cathode rays and other
es and the effects of radium, and
reaching finally the Instruments with
which competent assistants make
else measurements sufficiently train- HEAVY RUN OF ALL THE
ed visitors being permitted to make
MARKETS LAST WEEK.
even these tests. The more delicate
apparatus is unler glass, only the Special Livestock Report of J. A.
s
Rickart and Clay Robinson &
parts necessary to handle being
work-closeis
a
mechanical
There
posed.
Company,
shop where any person may gain ex- Kansas. City, Stock Yards, Dec. 22.
There was a heavy run of cattle at
all the markets last week, caused by
the difficulties of feeders in the corn
belt account of severe winter weather coming before a great many of
them were prepared for it, and the
worst break of the year on fed
steers was the result. The loss on
fed steers was 40 to 75 cents, and
cows and heifers declined about half
as much. Range beef steers held up
CURE A COLD III ONE DAY.
more nearly steady than fed steers,
e

high character and admirable spirit
of the students. Already its pupils are

jierience in electrical , construction,
four small laboratories for personal
research by specialists, a hail for free
exhibition of industrial products, a
lecture hull where pressing a button
causes
successive scientific views
to be thrown on a screen, and a
of hading scientific books and
periodicals.
bread-makindirect
Successful
from the wheat, with no intermediate
by
itriiiding into flour, is claimed
DesL'offe and
French inGeorges.
ventors. Their apparatus is called a
"panilicator," and consists of a large
screw turning loosely in an upright or
horizontal c; Under, on the interior of
which is a screw threat in the reverse
direction. Th" threads diminish in
size toward t!i
exit.
The wheat
cleaned and swelled to double volume
by soaking six hours in tpid water, is
fed throtr'.h a funnel, passes in whole
mains into the body of the machine,
and is crushed by the finer threads,
emerging a continuous roil of dough.
Salt and yeast can be added before or
after. The dough is put into a warm
place to rise, then cut into loaves, and
these are bakesd 4" to 4." minutes.
There is bran, loo pounds of wheat
yielding l"iu pounds of bread containing the entire material of 'he grain.
Foreseeing an enormous development of air travel. Dr. Frcdrich Lux
has devised a system of wireless signaling to keep airships informed of
their exact whereabouts. He proposes
that wireless stations. "0 or 40 miles
apart, be scattered over the country,
and that each send out every five minutes a'signal of a few letters to identify itself. To receive these signals
every airship will need an apparatus
weighing six pounds. The aviator will
not only know the name of the nearest station, but the varying strength
of the electric impulses received will
tell him whether he is approached or
receding.
The hitherto undetected sense organ discovered by F. Fritz in the domestic cat consists of a few stiff
bristles or feelers, connected with thu
many nerves near the wrist joint of
the foreleg. It was known already in
rodents, and animals that climb or
hold food with forepaws, but seems to
be lacking in monkeys, and, very curiously, in the dog.
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Its Success Source of Great
Gratification to its
Regents.
RECEPTION

IE

and stockers and feeders lost only 10
to 25 cents during the week. The
run today is 6000 head, here, about
as heavy as a week ago, and
all the markets are lightly supplied,
one-thir- d

MARKeTKbPORT
2

above-mention-

cross-examin-

l--

THE NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
7
T rUXtOll RUlg

The Pool of Flame

For 1909

Illustrated by
HARRISON FISHER
$1.50

Illustrated

by

HARRISON

BOIVL" at

his best.

FISHER

ILLUSTRATED

$1.50

Their Hearts'
I The Island
The Title
Desire
j

Market

R

This is the ideal book of the year for
Holiday giving. Ifyou see ityou'll
like it; if you read it, you," 11
.

By EMILY POST
A

story

that appeals

all

to

FRANCF.S FOSTER PERRY

sorts

of

sBoxed,
and power
ful presentation of the life of an American heiress
after she marries a title.
American women.

A

life-lik-

e

'

ILLUSTRATED

-

-

$1.50

AT

ALL

Wet

of Regen- eration
By CYRUS
TOBDEYND

JZ.OOr

An American college girl alone on a desert
island with a twentieth century savage; a startling
plot, splendidly worked out.

ILLUSTRATED

-

.

.

$1.50

BOOKSELLERS

DODD, MEAD AND COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK CITY

Minor City Topics.

S2SSI

PHONE
NO. 92.

HAVWARD'S MARKET

iO, 92.

(Continued

hristmas Turkey
We sold over 200 JTurkeys for Thanksgiving
and havent had a kick yet. While our dealer
says our Christmas Turkey will be better yet:

I

;

!

If you want to order anything extra, such as
BLUE POINTS
PRARIECfllX
CRABS
QUAIL
GROUSE
LOBSTERS

x

Or any hot house vegetables that are not in the
market we would be glad to order them for you.

MUNI'S

PHONE

NO. 92.

No

MARKET

4

PHONE
NO. 92.

No!

Grocery

g

4

Bakery

Priests Transferred Father
bert for more than six years

going to Have everything
mere is to He Hi in our line

Frut, Vegetables, Poultry, Oysters,

Nuts,

Candies, Oranges, Lemons. Grape Fruit
GC

GtCa

We Made Our Xmas Fruit Cake
Six weeks ago, and are ready to receive

your orders for anything you may desire
:
:
:
:
in the cake line

i

:

LET US MAKE THAT XMAS CAKE

I
!

Phone

No.

F. Andrews,

4.

and the ice and snow underfoot has
DEMOCRATIC MANAGEMENT.
j
melted but little.
'
West of HI Paso in the Gila vailey
(Continued Fror93e One.)
of Arizona, it is snowing again, ex
tending as far as Tucson, and down enue for 1909 is $28,039.22. The indi- in south Texas the severest
blizzard cnrurl shm mftv
me toLiiiifcH-cjaiiu
in history is raging, doing much dam- - past eyerieie for"1909 and 1910 is
age to trees ana cattle.
SI77.5n.fi;:.
With El Paso between the two cold j The estimated revenue for 1010,
spots, the prospects of an improve- - based on the revenue of 1909, with the
nient in the temperature are not the increase in valuation made by the
j board of equalization,
best. El Paso Herald.
according to the
j auditor and treasurer,
is $1,709,088.43.
j
REST CURE ADVISED FOR
The state of the appropriations is
BUSINESS INTERESTS. tlien given. The first-clas- s
appropria- tions amount to $1,435,411.10; the un- James J. Hill Advises the Country to paid balances are $749,948.70. The
second-clas- s
Quit Agitation and Mere Talk
appropriations are $884,- -'
Get Down to Work.
9(59.48 ; the unpaid balances are

Phone No. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
-- OU
REWORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good Work i and Prompt Service: jt
W. H Kerr A?c Santa, Fe
Pnonel22 Red

Paso Still

Spokane, Wash., Dec. 22. "What
the United States needs most of all
just now is to give business a 'rest
cure.' Let up on this agitation, and
do more work and less talking in trying to solve the great economic questions. The 'rest cure' is the thing."
,lam';s J. Hill, chairman of the
board of directors of the Great Northern Railway Company, who is in the
northwest with Howard Elliott, president of the Northern Pacific Railway
Company, and Darius Miller, first vice
president of the Burlington system,'
suggested the foregoing remedy after
diagnosing the country's ailments. Mr
Hill came to Spokane for a conference with Jay P. Graves, president of
the Spokane & Inland Empire Electric Railway system, in which he recently acquired a controlling interest. He said:
"The people, not capital, make the
country advance, but capital must be
employed to keep the people at some
curtail
When workers
occupation.
the profit of capital then the country
will face a serious condition. I do not
say this will happen, but I do say that
we must work to ward off even the
probability of facing a situation of
this kind. The way to do this is to
keep the people employed. Give them
occupation, and the northwest can
help mightily to do it at the present
time. We need more foodstuffs.
"The country is still prosperous,
but this is no time to make a comparison as to the brightness of the
outlook. I don't know what to think
of certain conditions, and for that reason I would not say that America will
face a happy holiday season or that
it won't, taking the financial status
of the states as a basis."
Mr. Hill announced officially that
the Hill lines will traverse the Des
Chutes country, where the Harriman
system is now active.

Hersta- -

El Paso is

Shivers

OF REVENUE
still shivering. Since last Friday NEW SOURCE
s
FOR CITY OF PUEBLO.
some record breaking cold weather
has beenhovering ovey the city, and
Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 22. Fines of $1,- vicinity, and the backbone of tRe
storm is hot yet broken. Itf?B softie 005 were assessed in ppfice court to
warmer in Et Paso today, but the day, mostly for selling liquor on
sun has been hiding his face all ''day,

lCfa

it

if

the light of the precehas hirtherto set in
of new states, stateas a matter of fair and
just treatment."
The population of the territory is
estimated at more than 200,000.
Governor Sloan reports that last
year was one of general prosperity
and that everyone was marked by a
substantial growth in the output of
mines and the products of the soil.

ground that in
dent Congress
the admission
hood is due us

j

$542,-890.7-

The

From Page One.)

(Continued

j

tioned at Roswell has been
ed to Escanaba. Michigan, and Father
Adlebert Rolfes of Kansas City, will
succeed him. Father Roman Kramer
stationed at Carlsbad, has been transferred to Jemez Pueblo. Father Robert of Carlsbad has been transferred
to Gallup.
Every customer coming into our
store Xmas week will receive a valuable Christmas present. Be sure yon
get yours. Fischer Drug Co.
More Snow Predicted Local sonw
is predicted for tonight and tomor- row by the weather bureau and Santa
Fe certainly will not have a green
Christmas.
The maximum tempera
ture yesterday in the shade was 2G de- tne
grees, in tne sun oa degrees,
minimum temperature last night was
15 degrees.
The relative humidity
yesterday morning at six o'clock was
up to 73 per cent. There was a trace
of snow last night.
El

WILL MOVE FOR INVESTIGATION.

i

son-in-la-

For Christmas
Hnllv and MktlptnP
QU11J

From Page Two.)

Most any kind of a present you
want can be had at Fischer Drug Com
pany's. Come in and lot us show you.
Deatn of Sister of Charity Sister
M. liortulana died at Roswell at the
'
age of 21 years of consumption.
Notary Public Appointed Governor
H.
Curry today appointed Manuel
Salazar, of Springer, Colfax county,
j a notary public.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the
was
cloudy, there being
mostly
day
i twenty-siper cent of sunshine. The
maximum temperature was 41 degrees
and the minimum 17.
Cattle
Arrested for Shooting
Mounted Policeman Fred Higgins of
Roswell reported to headquarters
today that he had arrested "Old
Man"' Barnett at Ricardo, Guadalupe
county, on the charge of shooting
cattle and that Barnett has been held
tor tne grant! jury.
Fischer Drug Company have just
received their stock of Xmas candies
and can please you. Call in and see
what they have.
Elks Theater Don't miss the pictures tonight, they are fine. See the
"Gibson Goddess," this film is a
laugh from start to finish. Briton and
Boer is an exceptionally good reel.
What's Your Hurry? Come and see
how the old man scares his prospectShow starts promptive
ly at 8 o'clock.

NOW IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR

i
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ROOSEVELT
PUTS IN LIVELY DAY.

appropriations
the tin paid balances Dedicates Mission Building and
tends Luncheon With Bishop

third-clas- s

are $794,432.38;
are $538,003.29.

Hanlon.
LAND

FRAUD CASE
SUMMARILY DISMISSED.

Federal Judge Lewis Rules That
Letter Could
Not Be Introduced.
Denver, Dec. 22. Federal Judge
Lewis yesterday discharged the de- fendants on trial "before him for al- leged coal land frauds in Routt conn- ty. The proceedings came to a close
when United States, District Attorney
Ward, Jr., attempted to in-- ,
troduce a letter alleged to have been
written by one of the defendants to J.
W. Atwell, a "dummy" entryman, and
the court sustained .the objection of
the defense to the introduction on the
ground that it was self incriminating
and took away constitutional rights.
Lewis also held that the deeds
from several of the defendants to the'
Union Land Company, which the prosecution held' to have been fraudulent, could not be introduced to show
the conspiracy.
It is said all the. other big land
fraud cases set for trial may now be
dismissed.

Kampala, Dec. 22. Colonel Roosevelt put in a very lively day today.
He called on Mother Paul, the American superior of the convent here,
visited the Catholic mission, helped
to dedicate the wing recently added
to the church mission society's hos- pital and took luncheon with Bishop
Hanlon. This afternoon he received
King Daudijaudi Chwa of TIgana and
with the latter attended the dinner
given by F. A. Knowies,
sioner. The scientists of the party
already obtained many new specimens
of birds and mammals in this vicinity.
The seals and record took? for nonnblic for sale bv the New
Mexlcan Printing Company at very
,.easonabe rates. Seals for incorpor-Judgte(J 'compames are ais0 handled. Call

taries

j

e

.,,,....

xT,

r,i

i

ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

DO YOU

,

FOR SALE Two first class fresh
milch cows, one horse, wagon and
harness. E. Andrews.

WANT TO GET

THERE

New Mexican can flo orlntlng
to that done in any of the large
Our solicitor, every piece of
we turn out. Try our stock
and you Will certainly come
We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the west.
.

The
equal
cities,
work
once
again.

Right Now?
PHONE 204
FOR AN

The New Mexican can uo printing
equal to that done in any of the large,
Our solicitor, every piece of
cities.
'
work we turn out. Try our Stock once j
and you will certainly come asahj. 7re
htive all tW facilities for tjirhmgqut
eyery classvor wort; including one'ot
the best binderies in the welt.

H. A. ffART
PrOPRUTOR.

j

'

-

The Picking is now at its best

vin
11

,

jgl 0Bft
Vggsj

3

Igjjjgf

Toys of every description.
Men's suits, overcoats, rain
coats, auto coats, fancy vests,

BBH

THE SELECTION OF

XMAS PRESENTS

For men, women and children
is an easy prosition at this
store. We have so many
things that are just right that
it is only a matter of choice
to secure a good selection.

The things a man, woman
or boy appreciates most,

suspender s,

neck-wea- r,

gloves, night robes, pajamas,
ill

:

Iff

:

--

i--

mmm

. .1

hosiery, house coats, bath
robes, shirts, dress shirts,
hats and caps. And when you
come to woman's and Misses
wear you will find the largest
variety ever seen in any store
in the City.

..tJjZ'Jil

Uf

'

WTa. a

iff" 1

Now we give you the hint to make

your selections early while the picking is best. We will assist you in
every way and will make any
exchanges you desire after Xmas.
Eastern prices guaranteed. "

the things they would buy
in
for themselves-arehe- re

REMEMBER OUR MOTTO
IS

great variety.

HONESTY

and

JUST

TREATMENT.
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schafther & Marx
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